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*2001

Bag containing 6 various TV wall brackets

*2002

Bag containing quantity of various electrical
related items and accessories; HP toner, mic
stand, tablet stand, portable cassette player,
router etc

2029

Flight case of CCTV equipment

2030

Five packs of logictech mouse and keyboard kits

2031

Six logitech folio bluetooth keyboards

*2003

Bag containing laser toners, bluetooth keyboard
cases, Mitsubishi CK900S paper sheet sets etc

2032

Acer Aspire 1810TZ notebook in red sleeve

2033

*2004

Bag containing mousemats, cabling, USB fan etc

Five various laptops with spares and repairs,
Toshiba, HP, Asos

*2005

Bag containing various gaming accessories;
controllers, cases, stand, mount, etc

2034

2063 Xbox 360 console in white with power supply

2035

Acer and Toshiba laptop (a/f) with power supplies

Bag containing various electrical related
accessories; wireless headphones, Sky remotes,
3D glasses, mounts, PC speakers, phone holder
etc

2036

Samsung 500T convertable notepad

2037

Samsung chromebook, no power supply

2038

spare

*2006

cabling

Acer Windows 7 vintage laptop, no power supply
(a/f)

*2008

Bag containing various toner cartridges and loose 2039
black ink in bag
2040
Bag containing various tablet cases and covers

*2009

Bag containing various tablet covers and cases

2041

*2010

Bag containing various loose costume and dress
jewellery

Dell inspiron 1525 Windows Vista vintage laptop,
no power supply (a/f)

2042

HP pavillion laptop, core i5 processor, powersupply

*2043

Optima DC300i camera system

*2044

Optima DC300i camera system

2045

Apple iBook laptop (a/f) with power supply and
DVD player

*2007

*2011

Bag containing various loose costume and dress
jewellery

*2012

Bag containing various empty jewellery boxes

*2013

Bag containing various mobile phone and
electronic accessories

*2014

Bag containing various miscellaneous items; toner 2046
cartridges, screen protectors, LG TV remote, etc 2047
Bag containing mobile phone cabling,
accessories, and chargers.
2048
Bag of mixed sunglasses and reading glasses,
2049
various styles and brands.
2050
Bag of PC , Laptop ,IT cabling ,chargers, and
*2051
other peripherals.
*2052
Bag containing Tecknet IT, keyboards, routers,
2053
Netgear switch, etc.

*2015
*2016
*2017
*2018
*2019
*2020

Sky broad band accessories including, routers,
Vodafone broadband kit, etc

*2023

Alba CD-FM radio in box.

*2024

F36050 telescope in box

*2025

Corsair H55 AMD cpu cooler sealed in box.

*2026

Bag containing 2 x BT smart hub kits and 2 x BT
home hub 4

Apple Macbook Air A1466 sold for spares only
Part self of reference books
Large collection of paperback and hardback novels
Billion dual band bi pack wireless router 7800DXL

2051 HP laserjet 500 colour M551 printer
Projector
2072 HP 22' moniter

2059

2075 HP all in one desktop PC core i5 processor
(a/f)

2060

(83) Apple iMac with mouse and keyboard A1311

*2061

Carrara home and office tempered glass moniter
stand

*2062

Half shelf of mixed reference books

*2063
Antec vintage PC case with Foxcom motherboard
*2064
and AMD graphics card
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Apple Macbook Air A1466 sold for spares only

2058 Hitachi CP-X505 projector

LG Bluray player boxed model BP250

1

Apple Macbook Pro A1502, sold for spares only

2055

*2022

Swan security CCTV unit with three cameras and

Apple Macbook Pro A1278 (a/f) spares and repairs
only

spare

*2021

*2028

Dell Latitude D620 laptop (a/f)

2054

Bag containing motherboard's and mixed electrical *2056
items. including a 2011-v3 Lenovo motherboard,
*2057
and a Gigabyte B350 gaming 3 motherboard.
2058
Sony DAB ZS-RS70BTB digital radio.

2027

Emachines laptop, no power supply, vintage (a/f)

2065

Part shelf of children's novels and story books
Large collection of paperback and hardback
biographys, novels and other books
Large shelf of reference books

*2066

Part shelf of graphics novels and children's books

in boxes

*2067

2298 Panasonic 4K HDR ultra HD blu ray player in *2098
box

Selection of Optima replacement projector lamps
in boxes

2068

spare

*2069

2299 Linksys triband wifi router AC2200

*2070

2228 Emma Bridgewater Hepburn MkII DAB plus
radio in box

*2071

HP Envy 7640 all in one printer in box

*2072

Epson eco tank ET2600 printer in box

*2073

Epson eco tank ET2600 printer in box

*2074

Epson eco tank ET2600 printer in box

*2076

Open /close animated business sign in box

*2077

Two Epson printers including an Epson ecotank
ET 2500 (a/f)

*2078

Benq grade 3 short throw projector MX852UST
with remote and power supply

*2080
*2081
*2082
*2083

*2084

Selection of Optima replacement projector lamps
in boxes

*2100

Selection of Optima replacement projector lamps
in boxes

*2101

Hitachi short throw projector CP-A222WN

*2102

Hitachi short throw projector CP-A222WN

2103

spare

*2104

Two HP office jet pro all in one printers

2105

2088 2089 2117 One Epson XP412 all in one
printer, ET2500 printer, Brother mfc business mark
printer

*2106

2124 Ring spotlight camera in box

2107

Bang & Olufsen play A1 bluetooth speaker in box

Epson eco tank ET2600 printer in box

*2075

*2079

*2099

*2108
2115 Optima DLP projector EX610ST with box and
2109
3DXL units also in box
2110
Epson projector EBX20 with power cable and
remote
*2111
Projector
Epson EBX11 projector with power supply and
remote control
Epson EBX11 projector with power supply and
remote control
Epson EBX11 projector with power supply and
remote control

2300 7' colour LCD video door phone monitor
Bang & Olufsen Beoplay A2 speaker in box
Bang & Olufsen Beoplay A2 speaker in box
2213 Hive view outdoor surveillance camera

*2112

2212 Three hive active plugs

*2113

2279 CTC 601 mobile phone with box

2114

Purple furby

2115

spare

2116

spare

2117

spare

2118

spare

*2085

Shuttle glamour XPC case (a/f)

2119

spare

*2086

Hitachi CP-X 253EF projector with power supply
and remote control

2120

spare

2121

spare

*2087

Epson EMP-X5 projector with power supply and
remote

2122

spare

2123

spare

2124

spare

*2125

Netgear Arlo pro HD security system in box

2088

spare

*2089

Optima DS306 dlp projector

*2090

Optima HD25E projector with box

*2091
*2092

*2126
Optima DW318 dlp projector with box and remote
*2127
control
Optima DAEHNZTZ with power cable and remote *2128
control

2306 Pandora jewellery items in bag
2329 Fossil wrist watch in box
2259 Sony Ericsson MP3 player in bag with
charger

Wireless keyboards, backlit keyboards etc

*2129

2308 Boxed smart bracelet

*2094

Acer predator gaming keyboard and mouse set

*2130

2314 Boxed action cam

*2095

2302 LED projector in box

2131

Pioneer FREEME bluetooth speaker in box

Radio Shack TRS80 colour computer with
manuals and wooden carry case

2132

Pioneer FREEME bluetooth speaker in box

Selection of Optima replacement projector lamps

2133

spare

2093

2096
*2097
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*2134

2248 Pair of Ray Ban sunglasses in case

2174

(11) Michael Schumacher signed photo with coa

*2135

2251 Pair of Serengeti sunglasses in case

2175

(10) Signed photo of Michael Schumacher with
letter of authenticity

2136

Amazon echo dot in box

2137

Pair of Bang & Olufson Beoplay H7 wireless
headphones in box

2176

(9) Nigel Masel and Tony Smith signed print of
Red Five double World Champion

2138

Pair of Bang & Olufson Beoplay H7 wireless
headphones in box

2177

(2) Carlo Cudicini signed photo with letter of
authenticity

2178

(4) Jose Mourinho signed photo with coa

Plantronics Rig 400 Pro gaming headphones in
box

2179

(6) John Terry signed photo with with coa

2180

(1) Peter Cech signed photo with coa

2140

2703 Nozatech gps system in box

2181

(7) John Terry signed football shirt with coa

*2141

Tray containing Optima 3D glasses

2182

(85) Mini M digital timer, quad 405, quad power
amp and a quad FM4 tuner

*2139

2142

Two boxed RAVPower outdoor chargers

*2143

Boxed TP link AC1750 wifi range extender in box

2183

Casio CPS-7 keyboard with stand and pedal

*2144

Boxed TP link AC1750 wifi range extender in box

2184

Two models of military boats

2185

Coro Coro model r/c boat

*2145

2160 Garmin nuvi 2567 GPS in box

2186

Matchbox motorised motorway

2146

Nintendo DS and games, also includes Golden
Eye for N64

2187

Cased violin

2147

Tom Tom satnav XXL with charger and in-car
mount

2188

Cased violin

*2189

National Geographic telescope

TP link wifi smart plugs

*2190

Box of TV remotes

2149

TP link AC 1750 wifi range extender unit in box

2191

spare

2150

Boxed pair of Sony headphones (a/f)

2192

Box of Up3 Jawbone activity watches

2294 Amazon Fire TV stick in box

2193

2029 Bag of tablet cases

2152

Toshiba 750 GB 2.5' hard drive

2194

2379 Bag of tablet cases

2153

Crucial 2.5' Solid State Drive 1000GB capacity

*2195

2376 Bag of assorted phone cases

2154

Motorola wifi home video camera in box

*2196

2374 Bag of assorted phoned cases

*2155

2239 Fujifilm X-E2S camera in box

*2197

2373 Bag of assorted phone cases

*2156

2431 Bose soundlink 2 speaker in box

*2198

2372 Bag of assorted phone cases

*2157

2281 Nesso mobile hard disk 120GB capacity

*2199

2371 Bag of assorted phone cases

*2158

Pair of wireless trekz titanium bone conduction
headphones in box

*2200

2830 Reproduction tractor seat on stand

*2201

Xbox One Starter Pack 'Skylanders Imaginators'

2159

Optima Newforce NE800M earphones in box

*2202

Xbox One Starter Pack 'Skylanders Imaginators'

2160

Panasonic FX lumix camera

*2148

*2151

2161

*2203
2127 Canon powershot G12 digital camera in box *2204

JXD S7800 gaming tablet
5 PS3 games including Vanquish, Natural
Doctrine, Aragorn's Quest etc

*2162

2289 Motorola flip phone in box

*2163

2288 Nokia 2720 fold phone in box

*2205

Bag containing selection of remote controls

Fujifilm finepix camera with case

*2206

1985 Mask "Venom's Revenge" Miles Mayhem
figure by Kenner

*2207

EM20 HO 1:87 German V180 Diesel hydraulische
Mehrzwecklokomotive model

*2208

iPhone 8 Plus 64GB Silver in box

*2209

iPhone 7 Plus 128GB Rose Gold in box

*2210

iPhone 7 128GB Jet Black in box

*2211

iPhone 6 64GB Silver (wrong box)

*2212

iPhone 5s 32GB Gold in box

*2213

Apple Watch Series 2 42mm Sil Al Pearl Ny

*2214

Samsung S5 16GB White (wrong box)

2164
*2165

Portable partylight karaoke system in box

2166

Hard drives of various capacities, including
western digital 1TB 2.5' laptop hardrive

2167

Encore electric guitar with black carry case

2168

Autographed football

2169

Autographed football

2170

Large qty of pre assembled military aircraft models

2171

(8) Frank Lampard signed football shirt with coa

2172

(5) Frank Lampard signed photo with coa

2173

(3) Mark Bosnich signed photo with coa
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*2215

Alcatel One Touch Pixi3 mobile phone in box

*2255

5 WiiU games; Just Dance 2016, Mario Tennis,
Nintendoland, Just Dance 2015, New Super Mario
Bros plus Nintendo DS game

*2216

Apple iPad Pro 12.9" 32GB Space Grey tablet

*2217

HP Chromebook 14-AK041DX no PSU

*2218

iPad Space Grey 128GB A1822 tablet

*2256

Nintendo DS XL Red with Brain Training and
Dictionary 6 in 1 pre-installed

*2219

Android 4GB tablet in box

*2257

Sony PS3 (af) with unofficial controller

*2220

iPad 1 3G 32GB tablet

*2258

*2221

Childrens purple android tablet

Nintendo 64 with Donkey Kong 64, PSU, no
accessories

*2222

Lenovo 10.1" 16GB TAB 2 A Series

*2259

*2223

Lenovo 16GB Tab7 Essential android tablet

Various games for Wii, Xbox, Xbox 360 and 3
Nintendo 3DS games; Angry Birds Trilogy, Lego
Avengers, Pokemon Ultra Sun

*2224

Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 16GB 10.1" tablet

*2260

*2225

Samsung Galaxy Tab E 9.6inch tablet

Playstation 1 games; Monster Racer, Looney
Tunes, Micro Machines, RC de GO

*2226

Nokia 3.1 android smart phone

*2261

Nintendo 2DS with Mario Kart 7 pre-installed

*2227

Nokia 3.1 android smart phone

*2262

*2228

Nokia 2720 fold mobile phone

Nintendo DS in blue with 4 games, case and
charger

*2229

Nokia C2-01 3G mobile phone

*2263

Nintendo Classic Mini games console

*2230

HTC Desire C Red smart phone

*2264

PS2 Slim with silver controller and accessories

*2231

Melrose MP3 Terminator mini android phone

*2265

Triton Kama headset for PS4

*2232

ZTE Blade A520 Silver 8GB smart phone

*2266

Zomei Professional Tripod

*2233

Sonica Easy to Use Senior Phone

*2267

Orzly case for Nintendo Switch

*2234

Apple Watch 38mm with screen protector and
charging base (no strap)

*2268

Braven BRV-1 wireless speaker with accessories

*2269

iHealth wireless blood pressure monitor BP3L

*2235

CAT B30 Rugged dual sim mobile phone

*2270

*2236

Nokia 2 Sim Free (unlocked) smart phone

Antiquity Seymour Duncan pickup wiring
jazzmaster guitar collectable

*2237

CTC 601 Android smart phone

*2271

Onethingcam Body Camera

*2238

Huawei P20 Lite 64GB smart phone

*2272

Otometric hearing aid set

*2239

Huawei Y7 16GB smart phone

*2273

Hive Leak Sensor (sealed)

*2240

iPhone 6s Rose Gold 16GB smarrt phone (wrong *2274
box)
*2275
Nikon Super Coolscan 5000 V ED Film Scanner *2276
with accessories
*2277
Mens CBD Pele 1970 World Cup Brazil T-shirt
*2278
bearing signature on back (UNVERIFIED)

*2241
*2242
*2243

Line 6 FB4 footswitch

*2244

Joma Watford football shirt bearing signatures
(UNVERIFIED)

*2245

Sam Wise poster bearing signature
(UNVERIFIED)

*2246

Nuraphone active noise cancelling wireless
headphones in case

*2247

Xprinter Thermal Receipt Printer
TC Electronic Spark Mini Booster
Pewter hip flask with box
Honora Collection pearl bracelet
Two Michelin caps bearing signatures
(UNVERIFIED)

*2279

70s Vintage Swiss Ingersoll digital jump hour
handwind watch

*2280

Pandora gift bag containing Pandora bracelet, ring,
pair of earrings and two charms

*2281

4 pairs of cased sunglasses; Ray-Ban RB2140,
Christianah Jones, Rhein Vision, Cubik titanium
sunglasses

RHA MA750 wireless earphones and Jaybird X3
wireless earphones

*2282

Bag containing various loose reading glasses and
sunglasses

*2248

Beats Studio 3 wireless headphones in case

*2283

Nikon Coolpix L830 16MP digital camera

*2249

Trail digital trail hunting camera

*2284

Digital Camera 24MP

*2250

Hive Hub (sealed)

*2285

Discovery Adventures 4K action camera

*2251

Sony Exmor R 11.9 MP action camera

*2252

Case of 6 butter knives with sterling silver marked *2286
handles
*2287
Xbox One Lunar White wireless controller

*2253

Xbox 360 blue wireless controller

Nikon FG Series E 50mm 1:1.8 film camera

*2254

5 Xbox 360 games plus Spider-Man 2 for PS3
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Vivitar Series 1 70-300 F4.5-5.6 62mm camera
lens

*2289

Bose SoundSport in-ear headphone

*2323

Soundlab Dynamic microphone kit with 3
microphones, leads and carry case

*2290

SoundPEATS Q12 wireless earphones

*2291

Skyroam Tepon WiFi hotspot

*2324

PSC Magellan 2300HS PoS scanner

*2292

Apple related accessories; lightning cables,
MagSafe 2 power adapters and earphones

*2325

Marshall MID bluetooth headphones

*2326

9 Nintendo Switch games

*2293

2 Samsung wireless charging bases plus Belkin
wireless charging base

*2327

PS Vita The Long Reach signature edition game

*2328

*2294

Rode VideoMic Pro microphone

Bag containing various console games and
educational software

*2295

Olympus X-42 camera, Bushnell Tour V2
binoculars, Vivtar Ez Motor big view

*2329

Bag containing various N64 games and 2 Mega
Drive games

*2296

Bag containing a pair wireless headphone and 3
other wireless earphones

*2330

4 vintage Rolling Stones cassettes

*2331

Three Cooler Master 140mm pc fans

*2297

Bag containing 2 pairs of Trinity earphones,
Noisehush earphones and one other

*2332

IRig mobile DJ mixer.

*2298

Bag containing 4 pairs of Philips Rich bass
earphones

*2333

Turtle Beach Recon 50P gaming headset in box.

*2334

Two Orico 4 port smart wall chargers

*2299
*2300

Kingston HyperX headphones and one other
Orprit 'power bank' security camera and 'key fob'
audio recorder

*2335

Sony DSC W800 digital camera in box with
battery and charger.

*2336

*2301

Kingston 240GB SSD plus Crucial 16GB RAM

Four pairs of sunglasses by, Ray-ban, Michael
kors, Quay, and Tifosi.

*2302

7 SanDisk microSDXC (4x 64gb, 3x 128gb) plus
2x 32GB SanDisk microSDHC

*2337

Nikon camera lens by Sigma. 170mm-500mm 1:56:3 D lens with hood covers, and carry case.

*2303

9 Sandisk microSD cards; 2x 16GB, 3x 32GB,
128GB and 2x 256GB

*2338

Canon EOS Rebel T3 DSLR camera, with 18mm55mm lens three batteries, charger and case.

*2304

3 SanDisk SD cards; 16GB, 2x 32GB plus 7
microSD's 16GB, 4x 32gb, 1x 64gb, 1x 12gb

*2339

Prakita LB film camera, Kodak brownie camera,
and Nikon lens.

*2305

5x SanDisk 32GB micoSD's

*2340

Olympus OM30 film camera, Olympus AZ-330
superzoom camera.

*2306

SanDisk USB's 16GB, 2x 32gb, 64gb and 128gb

*2341

*2307

Kingstoon USB's; 8GB, 3x 16GB, 32GB, 64GB
16GB SanDisk USB

Hp photo paper pack, Sanyo dication device, and
3x 35mm film.

*2342

*2308

7 Kingston microSDs; 4GB, 2x 16GB, 4x 64GB

Four wireless earbud sets, smart phone wireless
charger, and other mobile spares.

*2309

9 Samsung EVO microSDs; 2x 32GB, 3x
64GB,128GB, 256GB

*2343

Bag containing Apple device replacement cables
and accessories.

*2310

Quantity of microSD cards

*2344

MXR bass distortion pedal, model m85

*2311

Quantity of various sized USB's

*2345

Singular sound Dual momentary footswitch.

*2312

Leather satchel bag

*2346

*2313

2 pairs of 9ct earrings, 4 925 rings and pair of 925
earrings
*2347

Novation Audiohub 2x4 combined audio interface
& usb hub.

*2314

5 Pandora rings

*2315

Pandora bangle and 8 charms

*2316

Hive active heating control module sealed in box.

*2348

Hive active heating multizone control module.
sealed in box.

2x Pandora rings (boxed) and 1 pair of boxed
Pandora earrings

*2349

Hive Hub 360 module sealed in box.

*2350

Motorola MBP85 Connect wifi monitor camera.

*2317

Fitbit Blaze smart watch FB502

*2351

Cube tune T7390 wireless speaker boxed.

*2318

Virgin Pulse Max Buzz activity tracker

*2352

Wireless multi media speaker in black, boxed.

*2319

Bag containing quantiy of smart watches

*2353

Becker by Harman Map pilot boxed.

*2320

Bag containing wristwatches to include Curran,
Rotary, Fossil, Swatch and others

*2354

Amazon fire tv stick with Alexa voice remote.

*2355

Amazon Echo dot smart speaker.

*2321

Bag containing various loose wristwatches

*2356

Amazon echo dot smart speaker.

*2322

Bag of boxed wristwatches; Juicey Couture,
Topman, Kahuna, London and one other

*2357

AMD FX 6300 6 core processor black edition.

*2358

AMD FX 8350 8 core processor black edition.
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*2359

AMD FX 8350 8 core processor black edition.

etc. £30.00 - £40.00

*2360

Victure 4k wifi action camera.

*2361

Fly Sky FS-GT3C 2.4GHz radio control boxed.

*2362

Lucky voice karaoke kit.

*2363

Pure Siesta rise alarm clock radio.

*2364

Formula Z7+ android media player and a wireless
display dongle.

*2365

Ott tv box and a T9 Tv box android media player.

*2366

4 BT 4G Assure wireless internet adaptors.

*2367

4 BT 4G Assure wireless internet adaptors.

*2368

4 BT 4G Assure wireless internet adaptors.

*2369

2 TP link smart wifi plugs sealed in boxes.

*2370

Vodafone wireless internet 4g adaptors and a
secure pipit 500 energy display.

2371

spare

2372

Lacey D2 hard drive

2373

Kodak Brownie 861 projector

2374

Bolex V180 duo film editor

2375

Cased Elmo video camera

2376

Bush transistor record player

2377

Qty of LP's

2378

Sony video 8 player

2379

Bag of assorted cameras, gaming controllers and
World Pay zing card readers

2380

Bag of assorted costume jewellery cases

2381

Bag of assorted costume jewellery

2382

Bag of assorted costume jewellery

2383

Celestron telescope

*2384

2402

Westminster Cover Album: The Queen Mother
including £5 banknote and coin cover, 5 crown
coin, 5 1 crown coins, 2 £5 coins, a Grenada Lady
of the Century $20 stamp etc. £60.00 - £80.00

2403

Westminster Cover Album: The Lady of the
Century including 10 crowns,1 Dalasi, coin, 1 £5
coin, 1 dollar,1 5 crown coin, 1 uncirculated £5
crown etc.
£60.00 - £80.00

2404

Westminster Cover Album: The Centenary of the
Queen Mother including 10 crowns £40.00 £60.00

2405

Westminster Cover Album: The Queen Mother
including 4 crowns, 1 £5 coin, FDCs etc. £40.00 £60.00

2406

Westminster Cover Album: HM Queen Elizabeth
70th Birthday including 2 crowns, 4 £5 coins, 1 £2
coin, 2 $5 coins etc. £40.00 - £60.00

2407

Westminster Cover Album: Great Britain including
3 £5 coins, 1 £2 coin, 2 silver crowns, 3 crowns
etc. £30.00 - £50.00

2408

Westminster Cover Album: HM The Queen's 40th
Anniversary and 70th Birthday including 5 crown
coin, £2 coin, silver £5 coin, £5 coin, an Australian
one dollar silver coin (one ounce), a Canadian five
dollar silver coin (one ounce) etc. £50.00 - £80.00

2409

Westminster Cover Album: two small albums of
FDCs Special Occasions and Princess Diana
£20.00 - £30.00

2410

Westminster First Day Cover: The 1840 silver
Penny Black replica £30.00 - £40.00

2411

Westminster: Queen Mother Great Britain 20th
Century Mint Collection £20.00 - £30.00

2412

Westminster Cover Album: British Isles notes and
coins including 10 shilling note, two £1 note and
coin pairs, 4 £1 coins, 3 £2 coins, 6 crowns etc.
£20.00 - £30.00

2413

Westminster Cover Album: British Isles coins
including 4 £5 coins,1 five shilling coin, 1 crown
etc. £40.00 - £60.00

2414

Westminster Cover Album: British Isles coins
including 1 silver £2 coin, 1 crown, 3 £5 coins, 2
silver £5 coins etc. £40.00 - £60.00

2415

Westminster Cover Album: British Isles coins
including 1 $5 coin, 1 £5 coin, 4 crowns, an Isle of
Man Penny Black coin cover etc. £30.00 - £50.00

2416

Westminster Cover Album: British Isles coins
including 1 £5 coin, Guerney Millennium £5 note
and coin, RN Submarines 5 crown coin etc.
£30.00 - £50.00

2417

Westminster Cover Album: British Isles coins
including 1 £5 coin, 2 crowns, Pondlife coin etc.
£20.00 - £30.00

2418

Westminster World Cup Collection Covers: three
albums of FDCs £40.00 - £60.00

Two stye craft desk lamps

2385

2816 Sanyo projector

2386

Sanyo projector

2387

Eight Jumbl mini spy camera and clock radios

2388

Universal bluetooth in car speaker phone mount

2389

Two Polaroid HD action cameras

2390

Two Polaroid HD action cameras

2391

Two Polaroid HD action cameras

2392

Two Polaroid HD action cameras

2393

Bag of fitness tracker watches

2394

Boxof stamp albums of first day covers

2395

Box of loose stamps, albums and post cards

2396

spare

2397

spare

2398

spare

2399

spare

2400

spare

2401

Westminster Cover Album: The Queen's Golden
Jubilee including 4 £5 coins, 1 crown, 2 £2 coins
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2419

2420

Westminster Cover Album: six albums of Royal
*2460
Family FDCs including The Queens 60th Birthday *2461
Specimen Overprint Collection etc. £100.00 *2462
£120.00
*2463
2391 R1 75" Sony TV no stand

2418 Acer chromebook 14FHD
2415 HP 8th Gen intel core laptop
2424 Chrome book 14 laptop
Chrome book 14 laptop

R2 65" Hisense flat screen TV (af) slight line on
screen

*2464

HP 8th gen intel core 1tb hard drive laptop

*2465

HP 8th gen intel core 1tb hard drive laptop

2422

2393 R3 65" OLEd curve screen LG TV

*2466

HP 8th gen intel core 1tb hard drive laptop

2423

2395 Flat screen Panasonic TV

*2467

HP 8th gen intel core 1tb hard drive laptop

*2424

55" Toshiba TV

*2468

Bose portable speaker

*2425

R3 Flat screen Toshiba TV

2469

Pair of Fusion wireless headphnes and a pair of
bluetooth sports headphones

*2421

2426

2394 Sony Ultra HD blu ray player

*2427

65" curved screen Samsung TV

*2470

Bluetooth speaker with carry case

*2428

65" Curve screen Samsung TV

2471

*2429

65" Panasonic TV (af)

2426 Canon PS4000D digital camera with
accessories

2472

spare

2473

Clock work train

2474

2 low metal rings

2475

Gold fob watch £250.00 - £0.00

2476

Gentlemen's Omega automatic 9ct gold watch
£180.00 - £0.00

2477

Full sovereign on fixed mount £200.00 - £0.00

2478

Qty of gold necklaces £100.00 - £0.00

2479

Gold coloured teddy bear pendant £140.00 £0.00

2430

(81) Hitachi flat screen TV

2431

Sony flat screen TV

2432

(82) Envy HP curved computer monitor

2433

2414 Apple Mac computer with mouse and
keyboard

*2434

Sanyo projector

*2435

Casio keyboard with headphones and stand

*2436

4K Asus computer monitor

2437

2283 Binatone big button mobile phone

2438

2284 Binatone big button mobile phone

2480

3 assorted gold rings

2439

2285 Binatone big button mobile phone

2481

3 assorted gold and stone rings

2440

2286 Binatone big button mobile phone

2482

2 ladies watches £60.00 - £0.00

2441

2287 Binatone big button mobile phone

2483

Gold watch chain £330.00 - £0.00

2442

Logitech gaming progidy keyboard

2484

Qty of yellow metal rings

2443

Plastic crate containing a qty of assorted GPS

2485

Qty of white metal bracelets

2444

Two Samsung digital cameras

2486

Bag of costume jewellery

2445

2334 Pair of Beats solo 3 wireless headphones

2487

Qty of razor blades and a pack of playing cards

2446

High Fidelity portable speaker

2488

2447

PSP with cabling and games

Bag of assorted war medals and war related
memorabilia £40.00 - £0.00

i Watch

2489

Pandora bead

2449

Nintendo Switch game with Mario Oddesy and
Zelda breath of the wild game included

2490

Pandora bead

2491

Pandora bead

2450

2019 Large qty of e cigs

2492

Pandora bead

2451

Bag of assorted gaming controls and games

2493

Pandora bead

2452

Qty of autobiographies to inc. John Lennon, Eric
Clapton, Lester Piggot, etc

2494

2 pewter boxes

2495

Yashica camera

2496

Qty of items to include silver cigarette box, photo
frames, tortoiseshell inlaid trinket box etc

*2448

*2453
2454

HP laptop with psu
2421 i Pad

*2455

Kodak Ektra camera

2497

Cushion shaped casket in horn

*2456

Apple i Pad with psu

2498

Ebony trinket bowl with silver inset

*2457

French version HP Envy X360 laptop

2499

*2458

Acer chromebook 14" laptop

2 jewellery boxes containing assorted watches,
costume jewellery etc

2500

Pair of NAD headphones

2459

2417 Acer Chromebook 14" laptop
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2501

2453 Ipad

2545

Large collection of collectable die cast models to
include Days Gone By, Super Off Roader,
Heartbeat vintage die casts, book of collectable
cigarette cards etc

2502

(5) Iwatch

2503

Ipod touch

2504

Mobile phone

2505

(6) Apple watch with blue strap

2546

Hornby Railways mainline 00 gauge scale model
and a Top Link Hornby 00 gauge scale model of
electric train

2506

2461 Yun tab

2507

Lenovo tablet

2547

Marvel Studios First 10 Years graphic book

2508

Ipad

2548

2500 5 albums of first day covers

2509

(9) Nexus tablet with power supply

2549

Single album of British Post Office first day cover
stamps

2510

Amazon Kindle

2511

Motorola phone

2550

(1) 2 boxes of early 20th century and later stamps
and first day covers relating to monarch, the
military etc

2512

Samsung phone

2513

Iphone

2551

2 stamp albums containing first day cover stamps

2514

(9) Samsung tablet

2552

(2) Box of unused sheets of 20th century stamps

2515

(8) Samsung tablet with carry case

2553

2516

Freelander tablet

Qty of John Player, Woodbyne, Gold Flake and
Players cigarette cards

2517

Shelf of assorted Beatles memorabilia to include
figurines, yellow submarines, coffee cups and
books

2554

2443 Album of cigarette card silks

2555

2 world wide a-z stamp albums

2556

Single album of Great Britain stamps from Queen
Victoria to Queen Elizabeth II

2557

Single album of assorted loose leaf stamps

*2518

Rotary gent wrist watch

2519

Burberry gents wrist watch

2520
2521

2492 Qty of NY by London watches with matching 2558
earrings and ring
2559
Gents Seiko wrist watch

2522
2523

Ladies wrist watch
Sekonda gents wrist watch

2524

4 collectable fob watches

2525

Smart watch

2526

Smart watch

2527

Smart watch

2528

Smart watch

2529

Smart watch

*2530

2 Osprey wallets

2506 Box of assorted stamp albums containing
assorted stamps
4 stamp folders and some stamp reference books

2560

Qty of postcard albums from Australia, South
Africa etc

2561

Barbie in India

2562

2592 Qty of Marvel comics

2563

(6) Pack of stamps with stamp club notes and
values

2564

Tub of loose stamps and an early pound note

2565

Large black Devon stamp album of world stamps

2566

(a) Album of cigarette cards

2567

(b) Album of early Typhoo and cigarette cards

2568

Single stamp album containing commemorative
and loose stamps

2531

G Shock gents wrist watch

2532

Sekonda gents wrist watch

2533

Swatch watch

2569

Collection of USA 1922-1990 stamps

2534

Swatch watch

2570

2535

Tissot wrist watch

Single sheet of penny purples, penny reds and
penny blues

2536

2483 Pair of Prada sunglasses

2571

2537

Collection of PS4 games

Single album of world wide stamps mainly German
and French

2538

2482 Pair of Burberry reading glasses

2572

(3) Book of various world stamps

2539

2484 Pair of Rayban sunglasses

2573

2540

Tom Tom GPS

Qty of sporting brochures to include Cardiff rugby
club, The Ashes retained and Wales V Australia
etc

2541

Tom Tom GPS

2574

(3) Box of 4 stamp albums

2542

Tom Tom GPS

2575

Bag of assorted DVD's and books

2543

Tom Tom Rider 400 GPS

2576

Bag of collectable Star Wars memorabilia

2544

Tom Tom Rider 400 GPS

2577

Box of collectable toys to include die cast war
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models, plastic soldiers, omnibus models etc

Duck comics

2578

PSP and games

2619

Small qty of children's toys

2579

PSP and games

2620

Framed sheet of music

2580

PSP with games and carry case

2621

Black leather carry case containing stamp albums

2581

Qty of die cast toys

2622

2582

2533 3 assorted karaoke machines

(4) 4 albums of first day covers relating to the
history of manned flight, transport etc

2583

Corgi model of an armored car

2623

2584

Corgi model of centurion mark 3 tank

2585

Matchbox model of Yester Year of Rolls Royce
armored car

(3) Large group of annotated first day covers
including the lifeboat service, Zeppelin mail, rocket
mail, history of parachutes, safety at sea, Dr Who
etc

2624

Large box of stamp albums

2586

Model of Yester Year model of a 1931 trolley bus

2625

2587

Corgi model of Ken Thompson Ltd lorry

Collectable matchbox carry case with matchbox
cars

2588

Model of E A Gill and Son lorry

2626

2589

Aviation archive of Lancaster

Vintage suitcase containing assorted die cast and
lorries

2590

2 plastic crates of assorted die cast models

2627

Qty of Star Wars and Batman collectable figurines
to include Darf Vader, Hans Solo etc

2591

2 war related posters

2628

2583 2 20 sheet music pamphlets

2592

Gas masks and canister

2593

2629
3 assorted models to include Hornby railway
engine, electric driven engine and a mainline pally 2630
2631
toy loco and carriage

20 sheet music pamphlets
20 sheet music pamphlets
Qty of vintage circular jigsaw puzzles and others

2594

Corgi scale model of an MG

2632

Box of first day commemorative covers

2595

Burago scale model of Ferrari 550

2633

Corgi Ltd Ed Shell lorry set

2596

Corgi scale model of an MG

2634

Bag of loose stamps

2597

Corgi scale model of an MG

2635

2598
2599

Qty of Euro 1996 group B&C programmes
2587 Qty of mixed Chelsea and Leicester
programmes

4 boxes of assorted toys to include railway track,
buildings, model air craft, and loose locos

2636

2608 Box of assorted children's toys

2637

3 plastic crates of assorted ceramics to include
Jasper ware, ashtrays, coinage, Royal
memorabilia etc

2638

Petrie camera and carry case with accessories
and a Polaroid colour pack 80 land camera

2600

2588 Qty of Chelsea programmes

2601

Qty of Peterborough United programmes

2602

2589 3 Harlem Globe Trotter programmes

2603

2575 Qty of Guinness World Record gamers
edition

2639

Box of loose cigarette cards

2640

Large qty of Tottenham Hotspur programmes

2604
2605

Early detonator
Morse code sender

2641

2 folders of football team picture magazines plus a
folder of bank notes

2606

Model steam engine

2642

Pair of binoculars

2607

Qty of Lledo collectable car and lorry figurines

2643

2608

Various cricket items

2597 Qty of die cast models to include
Thunderbirds and dumper trucks

2609

2567 Various cricket items and programmes

2644

2610

2591 3 golf programmes

(5) 4 albums of early 20th century stamps, an
album of Italian first day covers together with a
group of loose stamps and FDC's

2611

2571 Qty of Chelsea programmes

2645

4 albums of assorted post cards

2612

Qty of Luton Town programmes

2646

2613

Qty of Everton programmes

Box of assorted children's toys to include die cast,
card games etc

2614

2576 1995-1996 football collectable figurines

2647

2 blue stamp albums of stamps of the world

2615

Qty of Arsenal programmes

2648

3 assorted stamp albums of stamps of the world

2616

2573 Children's storyboard and nursery rhyme
tales posters

2649

Military truck maintenance manual

2650

Box of costume jewellery

2617

Qty of die cast buses and aircrafts

2651

Bags of costume jewellery

2618

Qty of house of Mystery, Batman and Howard The
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2652

2596 4 die cast models from the exchange mart

2687

Quantity of Love You Like Crazy perfume spray

2653

Box of costume jewellery

2688

2656 Cased snooker cue

2654

Box of assorted headphones

2689

2650 Blue and white porcelain bowl

2655

Qty of die cast toys and plastic soldiers

2690

2 felt top hats

2656

Green plastic crate of assorted stamp reference
books and stamps

2691

2 Doulton jugs and Oriental decorated vase

2692
Box containing collection of stamp albums £60.00 2693
- £100.00
2694
2 crates of postcards
2695
Large qty of citroen watches
2696
2641 300 Rise of The Empire blu-ray and
2697
collectable figurine
Star Trek 41 disc set The Full Journey collectable 2698
DVD set
2699

Puppet

2662

300 Rise of The Empire blu-ray disc with
collectable figurines

2700

Framed and glazed display case containing
aircraft pin badges

2663

300 Rise of The Empire blu-ray disc with
collectable figurines

2701

Country Artists figurine entitled The Harvester with
certificate

2664

Shelf of assorted costume jewellery, collectable
figurines, jewellery boxes, etc

2702

Resin figurine of shire horse

2703

2765 Piece of photographic enlarger equipment

2665

Qty of silk postcards and cigarette cards

2657
2658
*2659
2660
2661

2666
2667

2704
Collection of Ogden's Guinea Gold cigarette cards
in original album
2705
Single sheet of stamps
2706

family bible
7" digital photo frame
Mantle clock
2 religious icons
Ships compass
Small quantity of die cast aircraft
Quantity of die cast lorries and cars

Box of assorted electrical items inc. cd players,
portable dvd players and routers
Bag of go lamps for projector
2669 Box of assorted electrical items inc. HDMI
Tv top boxes, TV mounts, aerials etc

2668
2669

Single sheets of stamps
Qty of cigarette cards to include boats of the
world, film stars, trains and planes

2707

2673 Cast iron door bell entitled Joseph Brewer &
Sons

2670

10 complete sets of Gallagher's cigarette cards

2708

(75) Sony mini hifi system with speakers

2671

Small qty of loose stamps and stamp albums

2709

(74) Technics hifi no speakers

2672

Qty of collectable commemorative badges and
sew on patches

2710

Crossley Cruiser 3 speed portable turntable

2711

(73) Sony hifi with speakers

2673

Qty of costume jewellery

2712

Sony 3D disc changer with hifi and speakers

2674

Qty of costume jewellery

2713

2578 2 style craft table lamps

2675

Shelf of assorted costume jewellery to include
oriental style costume jewellery box etc

2714

2679 2 Style Craft table lamps

2676

Shelf of items to include mantle clock, trinket
boxes, collectable elephant figurines, jewellery, 4
jewellery boxes etc

2715

2680 3 assorted sub woofers

2716

4 indoor amplified aerials

2717

3 one for all amplified aerials

2677

Small qty of collectable railway carriages and doll

2718

Bose portable speaker with dock

2678

2627 Qty of War Hammer figurines

2719

2688 Full Immersion reality goggles

2679

2637 Qty of white metal rat tail spoons

2720

2680

Nikon F55 camera

(68) Sony high density linear CD player and Sony
audio control centre

2681

2350 Resin figurine of owl

2721

(1) Morantz amplifier

2682

Hi-lyte and Bell & Howell projectors and carry
case

2722
2723

kenwood mini disc recorder
technics CD player

2683

2 white metal Art Deco teapots and 2 white metal
kettles on stands

2724

(80) Sony DVD player

2725

2 data banks

Tantalis

2726

2683 Panasonic sub woofer with sound bar

*2684
2685
2686

Porcelain Santa on wheels

2727
Box of assorted costume jewellery and music box 2728
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2695 Quantity of digital cameras and headphones
2102 Hitachi projector

2729

2103 Hitachi projector

*2730

2105 Hitachi projector

*2731

2104 Hitachi projector

*2732
*2733

Royal figurine
2769

Quantity of collectable coins, bank notes and
souvenir medallions

2106 Hitachi projector

2770

Black binder of collectors coins

2107 Hitachi projector

2771

2 draughtsman's drawing sets

2734

(71) Technics stacking hifi system with cassette
deck, CD player and amplifier

2772

Small quantity of coins inc. silver proof £2 coin,
commemorative coins etc

2735

2108 DLP projector and carry case

2773

2746 Bag of Brooke Bond and cigarette cards

2736

2713 Bose iPod dock speaker

2774

JL Audio car sub

2737

(70) Tangent amplifier

2775

2738

DAB digital radio

5 assorted collectable die cast metal scale car
models inc. Lambourghini, Citroen, Mercedes
Benz and Ferrari

2739

2048 Promethean projector

2776

2740

Philips speaker docking system

3 assorted collectable scales models of Chevrolet
Fleetmaster, Porsche and Mercedes Benz

2741

Vibe class AB amp

2777

Shelf of assorted electrical testing equipment

2742

Sony hifi with speakers

2778

2743

Technics stereo graphic equaliser

Box of assorted photographic equipment inc.audio
dubbing, cameras and cased video camera

2744

Sony mini disc player

2779

Olympic drum kit

2745

Yamaha cassette deck player

2780

2746

Quartz direct drive turntable

Technics hifi stacking system inc. cassette
player, CD player, Quartz synthesizer and stereo
integrated amplifier

2747

Gear 4 portable speaker and one other

2781

H&H electronic amplifier

2748
2749

LED projector
Reoc DVD player

2782

2750

2724 Bag of travel chargers

Quantity of photographic equipment and large
quantity of assorted cameras inc. Fujifilm, Minolta
and a tripod

2751

2148 bag of assorted mini camera tripods

2783

Thermo Hunter, reel to reel player and reel to reel
cassette player

2752

2147 Bag of mini camera tripods

2784

2753

Box containing Sanyo speakers, Sony portable
travel radios etc

Box containing assorted photo equipment inc.
Miranda cameras bodies, Nikon camera cases,
Pentax cameras and large camera carry case

2754

Single TV mount

2785

2755

2737 2736 2735 2734 2733 2732 6 TV wall
mounts

Box of assorted electronic equipment inc
Sanguine 7 band radio, Sony radio etc and
quantity of photo albums

2756

2 Sony micro hifi's, Bush CD radio cassette
player, Goodmans hifi system and Phillips hifi
system

2786

Box of assorted camera equipment inc. lens
cases, Olympus digital camera, filters and film

2787

Large quantity of camera equipment inc. camera
cases, lights and cabling

2788

Purple crate of assorted electrical equipment inc.
keyboards, Sony Digital recorder, household
phones

2757

Box containing assorted flash leads and other
electrical leads

2758

(78) Panasonic portable hifi, Aiwa video player
and Sony video cassette player

2759

Ion Blockrocker karaoke machine

*2789

2 Style Craft table lamps

2760

Box of cameras

2790

Manfrotto camera tripod

2761

Box of cameras

2791

Gemini professional power amplifier

2762

Box of cameras

2792

spare

2763

Box of cameras

2793

Camera tripod and microphone stand

2764

Box of cameras

2794

Red plastic crate of assorted LP's

2765

2 Hornby trains - 1 tender no.51, 1 locomotive no. 2795
51
2796

Pair of Phillips electronic 544 speakers

2766

4 collectable Guinness figurines inc. buses, taxis
and delivery vans

*2797

Large multi positional massage chair

2798

(84) Crate mobile guitar amp and PA speaker

2767

Quantity of various Irish coins

2799

Red cased accordion with aluminium carry case

2768

Quantity of collectable coinage and collectable
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Bag of assorted vintage golf balls inc. Dunlop

2800

Cased JP 121 clarinet in carry case

2801

Maplin professional sound mixer and 1 DJ mixer

3012

Caraffe and 6 tumbler set

2802

2551 pair of binoculars

*3013

Two poweraid pro drugs

2803

Microphone pre-amplifier and 6 channel DMX
controller

3014

Swan retro 4 slice toaster

3015

spare

2804

Quantity of camera bodies with lenses and carry
cases

3016

spare

2805

DJ light system

3017

3762 Bag containing a pair of Tommy Hilfiger high
top trainers

2806

Tasco telescope

3018

2807

2794 Pair of Mission speakers on stands

3698 Bag containing boxed pair of ladies Hellenia
trainers, with a boxed pair of ladises Kazo trainers

2808

2793 Telescope tripod

3019

spare

2809

Pair of Wharfdale crystal 40 speakers

3020

spare

2810

Ashton acoustic guitar in blue

*3021

Two Octasense pillows

2811

Wild Eagle acoustic guitar

3022

3041 Two boxed Kilner glass drinks despensers

2812

Squire fender acoustic guitar

3023

2813

spare

Pinboard, some Ikea foldable boxes and a Russell
Hobbs three plate electric hot tray

2814

Legacy acoustic guitar

3024

3066 Box containing four wine glasses

2815

Guitar stand

*3025

Box containing contanigo drinking bottles

2816

Marvilla acoustic guitar

*3026

Two boxes of cocktail glasses

2817

Non-branded dark wood acoustic guitar

3027

spare

*2818

3 style craft table lamps

3028

spare

*2819

3 style craft table lamps

3029

3154 Box containing some small serving bowls

*2820

3 style craft table lamps

*3030

Tray containing four ultra expandable lunch boxes

*2821

3 style craft table lamps

*3031

Tray containing five ultra expandable lunch boxes

*2822

3 style craft table lamps

*3032

Tray containing five ultra expandable lunch boxes

*2823

3 style craft table lamps

*2824

3 style craft table lamps

*3033

Tray containing five ultra expandable lunch boxes

*2825

3 style craft table lamps

3034

*2826

3 style craft table lamps

3048 Box containing mixed items to include glass
vases, ceramic teapots, small glass mirror, etc.

*2827

3 style craft table lamps

3035

3049 Box containing Kenwood Kmix set

*2828

3 style craft table lamps

*3036

Quantity of Dr Who augmented reality wall
stickers

Bag containing lined paper pads, Scotch glue
sticks, etc

3037

Box containing a large quantity of Sigma
retractable pencil sets

3038

Box containing a large quantity of Sigma
retractable pencil sets

3039

Two boxes of small white carboard envelopes

3040

Three large boxes of Sigma highlighter pens

3041

Box containing large quantity of ballpoint pens

3042

Tray containing large quantity of disposable
pencils

3043

Box containing a quantity of Sigma ten fineliner
pens

*3044

Two loop twist baskets

*3045

Gourmet basket stands

*3046

Box tefal stainless steel clip pot set

*3047

Large Tefal pan

2829
2830

spare

*3001

Boxed Kirkland wine glass set

*3002

Boxed Kirkland wine glass set

*3003

Boxed Kirkland wine glass set

3004

trainers, men's casual smart and smart shoes, etc.

3001 Boxed tefal filter fryer

*3005

Boxed instant pot programmable pressure cooker

*3006

Kenwood 3 processor and blender sold as parts
only

3007

Shamshi large pink hikers backpack

3008

Shamshi large pink hikers backpack

3009

spare

3010

spare

3011

3760 Bag containing mixed shoes to include Nike
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3048

Boxed steamer and stockpot set

3049

Boxed steamer and stockpot set

*3050

Quantity of Tefal clip pans

*3051

Ceramic chicken egg store containing various jams

*3052

Crockpot slow cooker

*3053

Two wooden chopping boards and a quantity of
plastic mixing bowls

*3054

Quantity of small and large ceramic plates

3055

Box containing a quantity of large ceramic bowls

3056

Box containing a quantity of plain lined writing pads

3057

Box containing a quantity of plain lined writing pads

*3058

Bag containing match attax, post it notes, tape,
etc

3085

3363 Approx 10 Steve Madden full zip
greycardigans

3086

3364 Approx 10 Steve Madden full zip black
cardigans

3087

3365 Approx 10 Steve Madden full zip black
cardigans

3088

Approx 25 girls pink dresses

3089

Two boxes containing latte glasses

3090

Box containing some latte and cocktail glasses

3091

Box containing latte glasses

3092

Large box containing oil and vinegar bottles

3093

Bag containing mixed adult items

3094

Bag containing mixed misc. items

3095

3096 Large bag of mixed BT and Panasonic
telephones

*3059

Bag containing files, laminators, till roll, etc

*3060

Mesh bin containing various till rolls

3096

Box containing a qty of kilner bottles

3061

spare

3097

Small Box containing a small qty of Kilner jam jars

3062

spare

3098

Two boxes containing small Kilner glass bottles

3063

Tray containing glasses, world experience sets,
etc

3099

Large box containing a large qty of Kilner glass
jars

3064

Box containing Mr Grumpy travel mugs

3100

3065

Boxed water flosser

Large box containing a large qty of Kilner glass
jars

3066

Boxed water flosser

*3101

Two bags containing dog toys

3102

3100 Bag containing pool and beach towels

3067

Box containing four five-in-one Tesco grooming
sets

3103

Two large bags of mixed misc. items

*3104

Bag containing googles, sun readers, glasses, etc

*3068

philips shaver plus a Philips sonic care electric
toothbrush

3105

3477 Three boxed style craft lamps plus 4
unboxed

*3069

Philips wet or dry protective shaver

*3106

Two laminators

Five mixed boxes of kitchen ware

3107

Box containing some mixed pots

Three natural aronatherapy gifts sets

3108

3104 Bread maker

3072

3710 Plastic dish drainer and a small four tier
plastic filer

*3109

Desk top touch light and 2 table lamps

*3110

*3073

Bag containing LED bulbs, Gillette blades, etc.

Box containing 1 boxed ottlite desk lamp and a
qty unboxed

3070
*3071

3074

Salter weighing scale on a John Lewis weighing
scale

3111

Box containing a qty of small glass ornaments

3112

Rug hold underlay

3075

Salter weighing scale, and two LCD kitchen
scales

3113

Box of t shirts

3076

Two digital bathroom scales

3114

Box of t shirts

3115

Box of t shirts

3116

Box of t shirts

Men's full zipped Lilan Scott jacket size XL

3117

Box of t shirts

Approx 10 ladies long tops

3118

Box of t shirts

3080

Leather full button jacket size L

3119

Bag of mixed clothing

3081

Full zipped brown leather jacket with fur hooded
neck

3120

Bag of mixed Christmas jumpers

3121

Three boxes of mixing bowls

3082

Full zipped button leather hooded jacket

3122

Three boxes of mixing bowls

3083

Leather full zip button jacket in brown

3123

Three boxes of mixing bowls

3084

Ladies full zipped Marks and Spencer leather
jacket size 14

3124

Three boxes of mixing bowls

*3077
3078
*3079

Two boxes containing 2 halogen ovens and an
instant pot

BidMaster Office
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*3125

Bag containing miced hand towels, etc

3169

Small blue fabric suitcase

3126

Bag of mixed clothing

3170

Full zip black button coat

3127

Bag of mixed clothing

3171

3246 Wooden train table set

3128

Two large purple throws

3172

3241 Wooden train table set

3129

Bag of mixed clothing

3173

3229 Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

3130

Bag of mixed clothing

3174

3230 Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

3131

Bag of mixed clothing

3175

3232 Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

3132

Bag containing mixed sized socks approx 30 pairs 3176

???? Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

Gourmet triple buffet server and warming tray

3177

???? Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

3134

3023 Gourmet triple buffet server and warming tray 3178

???? Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

3135

3022 Gourmet triple buffet server and warming tray 3179

3231 Boxed Lightning McQueen ride on track car

stainless steel chaffing dish set

*3180

Hand held Dyson V8 absolute with accessories
and box

Qty of bath rugs

*3181

Hand held Dyson V8 absolute with accessories

3139

3142 Bag of guitar cases and backpacks

*3182

Hand held Dyson V8 absolute with accessories

3140

Bag of mixed stationery to inc. files, pads, etc

*3183

Hand held Dyson V8 absolute with accessories

*3141

Box containing a large qty of ultra cool lunch
packs

*3184

Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy with box and
accessories

3142

Halogen oven

*3185

Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy with accessories

3143

Qty of large ceramic dog bowls

*3186

Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy with accessories

3144
3145

Two large reversible grill plates
Large qty of mixed Christmas items to inc.
decorative Christmas bags, tissues, gift bags, etc

3187

3175 Hand held Dyson V6 fluffy with accessories

3188

Spray mop

3189

Fan heater

*3133

*3136
3137
*3138

*3146

Catering water boiler

Black and Decker dustbuster

3147

Nespresso DeLonghi coffee dispenser plus bag of *3190
pods
*3191
Kenwood chef
3192

3148

3147 Kenwood mixer

3193

3181 Black and Decker steam mop

3149

Kenwood professional mixer

3194

Henry vacuum cleaner with pipe no pole

3150

Warming plate

3195

3151

???? Nutri bullet with some attachments

Henry micro vacuum cleaner in box with pipe and
pole

3152

Bosch iron

*3196

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

Philips steam iron

*3197

Henry micro vacuum cleaner no pole

3154

Toyota sewing machine with pedal

3198

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe no pole

3155

3028 Boxed starfrit the rock deep frying pan

3199

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe no pole

*3156

Two expanding laundry baskets

*3200

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole

*3157

Two piece hard shell Samsonite suitcase

*3201

*3158

Large hard shell Samsonite suitcase

WAB24161GBB Bosch Washing machine
SIWAMAT

*3159

Large blue fabric Samsonite suitcase

*3202

WAN28080GBB Bosch Washing machine

spare

*3203

WVG30462GBB Bosch Washer-dryer

*3161

Large 2 piece hard shell Samsonite suitcase set

*3204

WAN24100GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3162

Mini hard shell American tourister suitcase

*3205

WAN28150GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3163

Boxed 30" rolling travel duffel suitcase

*3206

WTN85250GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

*3164

Boxed 30" rolling travel duffel suitcase

*3207

SMS25EI00GB Bosch Freestanding dishwasher
60cm silver-inox

*3208

WAT28450GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3209

WTN83200GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

*3210

WTA79200GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

*3153

3160

3165

Small hard carry case

3166

Large green suitcase

3167

Small blue fabric suitcase

3168

Small blue fabric suitcase
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Black and Decker dustbuster
Hand held Vax with pole and 1 head

*3211

WAT28450GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3212

WAN28080GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3247

WTN83200GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

*3213

WTN85280GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

*3248

*3214

WTG86402GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

SMS40T32UKB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
60 cm white

*3215

WAN28150GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3249

*3216

WAB28161GBB Bosch Washing machine
SIWAMAT

SMS25EW00GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
60 cm white

*3250

*3217

WAT28661GBB Bosch Washing machine

SMS25AW00GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
60 cm white

*3218

WIW28300GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3251

SMS46IW04GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher

*3219

WTN85200GBB Bosch Tumble dryer

*3252

SMS46IW08GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
white

*3220

SMS25EI00GB Bosch Freestanding dishwasher
60cm silver-inox

*3253

HBM13B221BB Bosch Double oven

*3221

WAN28002GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3254

HBA5570S0BB Bosch Oven

*3222
*3223
*3224

60 cm white

*3255
SMS40T32UKB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
*3256
60 cm white
*3257
WAB28161GBB Bosch Washing machine

B57CR22N0BB Neff Oven

SIWAMAT

*3258

HBN331E3B-B Bosch Oven

WAB24161GBB Bosch Washing machine
SIWAMAT

*3259

U17S32N5GBB Neff Double compact oven

HBM13B151BB Bosch Double oven
HBS534BS0BB Bosch Oven

*3231

*3260
S511A50X0GB Neff Dishwasher fully integrated 60*3261
cm
*3262
WAN28100GBB Bosch Washing machine
*3263
SMS46MW00GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
*3264
WAN28280GBB Bosch Washing machine
*3265
WTN85280GBB Bosch Tumble dryer
3266
SN278I36TEB Siemens Free-standing dishwasher
*3267
60 cm silver in
*3268
WAN28280GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3232

WAN282X0GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3269

GIV21AF30GB Bosch Built-in upright freezer

*3233

GU15DA50GBB Siemens Built-under upright
freezer

*3235

SMS88TW06GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher *3270
60 cm white
SMS25AW00GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher *3271
60 cm white
SMS46IW04GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher *3272

*3236

WAN28080GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3273

GSN36VB30-B Bosch Freezer Cabinet

*3237

WAB28161GBB Bosch Washing machine
SIWAMAT

*3274

KIV38X22GBB Bosch Built-in automatic fridgefreezer

*3238

WAN282X0GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3275

*3239

SMI50C16GBB Bosch Dishwasher integrated 60
cm black

KGN39VW35GB Bosch Free-standing fridgefreezer

*3276

*3240

WAYH8790GBB Bosch WiFi Washing machine

KGN39VW35GB Bosch Free-standing fridgefreezer

*3241

WAT28450GBB Bosch Washing machine

*3277

KGV39VL31GB Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer

*3278
SMV46MX00GB Bosch Dishwasher fully integrated
*3279
SMS46IW01GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher
*3280
white
SMS24AW01GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher *3281
60cm white
*3282

KGN36AI35GB Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer

*3245

SMV24AX01GB Bosch Dishwasher fully integrated *3283
60cm
*3284

KGN49XW30-B Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer

*3246

SMS25AW00GB Bosch Free-standing dishwasher

*3225
*3226
*3227
*3228
*3229
*3230

*3234

*3242
*3243
*3244
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B57CR22N0BB Neff Oven
U17M42N5GBB Neff Double compact oven
B57CR22N0BB Neff Oven
B57CR22N0BB Neff Oven
B17CR32NIB Neff Compact oven
MBS533BB0BB Bosch Built-in double oven
U15E52S5GBB Neff Double oven
C17MR02N0BB Neff Compact oven with microwave
BFL634GB1BB Bosch Built-in microwave

KGE49BW41GB Bosch Free-standing fridgefreezer
KGN34NL3AGB Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer

KGN39VL35GB Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer
KSV36AW31GB Bosch Free-standing refrigerator
KSV36AW31GB Bosch Free-standing refrigerator
GIN38A55GBB Bosch Built-in upright freezer
KGN34NW3AGB Bosch Free-standing fridgefreezer

*3285

KGN34NW3AGB Bosch Free-standing fridgefreezer

3322

Honeywell tower fan

*3286

3323
KGN39VL35GB Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer 3324

*3287

KGN39VL35GB Bosch Free-standing fridge-freezer

*3288

KA92NLB35GB Siemens Side-by-side fridgefreezer

3325

Whole pallet of mixed Christmas lights,
decorations, etc

*3289

LD97DBM60BB Siemens Telescopic Table
Ventilation 90cm

3326

Large pallet box of steam mops

3327

Box containing mixed clothing

*3290

LD97DBM60BB Siemens Telescopic Table
Ventilation 90cm

3328

Box containing mixed clothing

*3291

LD97DBM69BB Siemens Telescopic Table
Ventilation 90cm

*3329

Smart trike

3330

3272 Three unboxed eco living bins

*3292

D95DAP8N0BB Neff Telescopic Table Ventilation *3331
90cm
*3332

Two eco living bins; 1 boxed, 1 unboxed

D95DAP8N0BB Neff Telescopic Table Ventilation *3333
90cm
*3334
D95DAP8N0BB Neff Telescopic Table Ventilation *3335
90cm
*3336
D95DAP8N0BB Neff Telescopic Table Ventilation
3337
90cm
D95DAP8N0BB Neff Telescopic Table Ventilation *3338
90cm
*3339

Two eco living bins; 1 boxed, 1 unboxed

*3297

CT636LES6-B Siemens Built-in full automatic
coffee machine

3340

Qty of Christmas decorations and lights

3341

Hand made Christmas wreath

*3298

EX875LX34EB Siemens Induction hob with
extractor, autarkic

3342

Qty of hallmark religious Christmas cards

*3299

PPS9A6B90-B Bosch Gas hob, autarkic

3343

3283 Box containing a qty of Christmas baubles

*3300

ER9A6SD70-B Siemens Gas hob, autarkic

3344

Box containing various message wall plaques

*3301

EX875KYW1EB Siemens Induction hob, autarkic

3345

3287 Box containing various messgae wall
plaques

*3302

HLAWD53W0BB Neff Built-in microwave oven

3346

3286 Two boxes containing photo frames

*3303

HMT75M624BB Bosch Built-in microwave oven

3347

*3304

HLAWD23N0BB Neff Built-in microwave oven

*3305

DHL575CGB-B Bosch Canopy hood

Two bags containing Christmas flashing
decorations and Thomas the Tank Engine baby
pj's

*3306

D5855X0GB-B Neff Extractor hoods

3348

Qty of Christmas lights and decorations

*3307

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*3308

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*3349
3350

Four rolls of mixed style Christmas paper
Qty of printed gift tissue

3309

3161 Henry micro vacuum cleaner no pole

3351

Qty of Christmas decorative mugs

3310

3187 Two upright vacuum cleaners

3352

Two pillar candles

3311

3193 Upright Dyson DC40 vacuum cleaner

3353

Two small boxes of mixed Christmas decorations

3312

???? Upright Dyson DC40 vacuum cleaner

3354

3313

???? Upright Dyson DC40 vacuum cleaner

3092,3093 Box containing flashing Christmas tree
decorations and a Box containing Christmas cards

*3355

Radio flyer trike (parts)

3314

3196 Upright Dyson DC40 vacuum cleaner

3356

3315

3194 Upright Dyson DC40 vacuum cleaner

3215 Kid craft chefs cook and create island play
kitchen

3316

Upright Dyson DC40 vacuum cleaner

3357

3296 Two boxes of santa toilet seats

3317
*3318

Upright Dyson DC24 vacuum cleaner
Upright G Tech air ram with charger

3358

3297 Two boxes of santa toilet seats

3359

3298 Two boxes of santa toilet seats

*3319

Upright G Tech air ram no charger

*3360

Large pre lit artificial Christmas tree

*3320

!st Edition upright G Tech air ram with charger

3361

Large pre lit Christmas tree

*3321

Tug along Dyson DC39 vacuum cleaner

3362

Large pre lit Christmas tree

*3293
*3294
*3295
*3296
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Boxed Dimplex ceramic tower heater
Whole pallet containing Snog, Marry or Shove
games, Christmas decorations, etc

Two eco living bins; 1 boxed, 1 unboxed
Christmas animated village
Boced Christmas animated village
Christmas water globe
3391 Festive reindeer
Qty of Christmas trees mixed sizes
Qty of mixed Christmas lights, inflatable Santa, etc

3363

One large pallet of mixed Christmas decorations, *3405
lights, etc
3406
3301 Disney Princess play mansion
3407

Two V Tech kids zoom smart watches

*3365

Large sit on rolling unicorn

3408

Bag of mixed Christmas

*3366

Two memory foam lap desks

3409

3351 Five air table top games

*3367

Circular pet bed

3410

3342 Eight air hockey table top games

*3368

Disney Princess light and sound musical palace
and 2 techno gear toys

3411

Large box containing plastic dog toys

*3369

Boxed 4x4 r/c rock climber

3412

Large box containing plastic dog toys

3413

Bag containing boxed Pirates of the Caribbean
ships, Lion King Scar play set and some other
mixed toys

3364

3339 Seven air hockey table top games
Bag of mixed children's toys

3370

3405 Poker set

3371

Two Shopkins smoothie trucks

3372

Two Shopkins smoothie trucks

3414

3373

Box containing a qty of Diney Princess paint your
own figure

Lego land castle set plus a Paddington
blockbuster TV game

3415

Six football table top games

3374

Five boxes of Pokemon character toys

3416

3370 Pro court basketball game (af)

3375

One large box containing Mumbo Jumbo
Christmas editions

3417

Ironing board

3418

Box containing mixed brick building blocks, etc

3376

Two baby play mat/arch toys

3419

Two boxes containing fungus set

3377

Three trays of hand made dolls

3420

Two boxes containing fungus set

3378

3305 Wooden pink girls play house

3421

Two boxes containing fungus set

3379

Mad machine moster force truck

3422

Qty of Shopkins umbrellas

3380

Avengers combo shifter Iron Man car

3423

Star Wars Rogue One K250 big figure

3381

Two Hot Wheel cars

3424

Star Wars Rogue One K250 big figure

3382

Two Cat roll and go diggers

3425

Star Wars Rogue One K250 big figure

3383

3472 Hippo radio control drift car

3384

Mad Machines rush and rescue fire truck

3426
3427

Star Wars Rogue One K250 big figure
Star Wars Rogue One K250 big figure

3385

Road Rippers wheel monsters car

3428

Star Wars Rogue One K250 big figure

3386

Mad Machine rolling rocker car

3429

Two Transformers car sets

3387

Road ripper cruiser

3430

Two Transformers car sets

3388

Turbo car

3431

Two Transformers car sets

3389

Russian rescue recycle garbage truck

3432

Old Century shut the box game

3390

Niko r/c car

3433

Old Century shut the box game

3391

Suburu r/c car

3434

Old Century shut the box game

3392
3393

R/C Niko car
R/C Niko car

3435

Qty of magic trick crackers

3436

Qty of magic trick crackers

3394

Red Niko r/c car

3437

Qty of magic trick crackers

3395

R/C Police jeep

3438

Qty of magic trick crackers

3396

R/C Police jeep

3439

Qty of vintage cars

3397

Two Flipsy girls dolls

3440

3398

Bingo set and a stuffed dog

3708 Small blue child's table and a framed
Pokemon picture

3399

Care Bear sing along bear

3441

3405 Pair of port west safety boots

3400

Care Bear sing along bear

3442

3406 Pair of Urban myths shoes

3401

Two weeble down farm tractors

3443

Two boxes of shoes

3402

Two weeble down farm tractors

3444

spare

*3403

Mixed Lot to inc. Potato Head, Lego Ninjago alarm 3445
clocks, water balloons, cosmetic case, etc

Two boxed Puma trainers plus 5 boxed pairs of
Puma flip flops

*3404

Two boxed US Divers face masks plus 1 unboxed 3446

spare
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*3447

Bag containing a qty of Sketchers and Under
Armour trainers

3489

3612 Mixed bag of sports bottles, etc

3490

Men's grey fleece and a trecking jacket

3448

3765 Bag containing a pair of snow boots

3491

Salter boxed scales

3449

3686 Large bag of mixed shoes

3492

3479 Star Wars swim mask

3450

3657 Large bag of mixed ladies shoes

3493

3451

3653 Pair of Shimano cycling shoes

3480 Box containing a qty of Mitre training
netballs

Three large boxes of used and odd shoes

*3494

Qty of sofa cushions

3453

2 packs of Star Wars 3 pack large figure set

3495

spare

3454

Star Wars 3 pack large figure set

*3496

Ladies Michael Kors handbag

3455

Star Wars 3 pack large figure set

*3497

Two Lovely Sarah Jessica Parker fragrance sets

3456

Three Minions houses

3498

Japan triple hardened steel knife set

3457

Three Minions houses

3499

Japan triple hardened steel knife set

3458

Three Minions houses

3500

DeSwiss geneva knife set

3459

Three Minions houses

*3501

3460

Three Minions houses

Versace Jeans Small Side Bag Black with Gold
Detailing

3461

2 Camping court dolls houses

*3502

3462

Camping court dolls house

Polo Ralph Lauren Parfums Holdall Bag Blue and
Green with Yellow Logo Detail

3463

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

*3503

Calvin Klein Black Hand Bag With Gold Logo
Detailing

3464

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

*3504

3465

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

Radley London Dog Monogram Hand Bag With
Leather Straps and Logo Badge

3466
3467

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer
Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

*3505

Bag of Mixture of Bags Including Elemis, Dune
and Kipling

3468

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

*3506

Michael Kors Leather Travel Pouch in Cherry

3469

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

*3507

Michael Kors Leather Purse in Cherry

3470

Disney Cars r/c Turbo truck racer

*3508

Mulberry Brown Leather Hand Bag

3471

Two Star Wars fighter pilot figures

*3509

3472

Two Star Wars fighter pilot figures

Nike Air Force 1 White Customised with Green
and Red

3473

Two Star Wars fighter pilot figures

3510

Red Wing Steel Toe Cap Shoes Brown Size 12

3474

Set of motorbike leathers

*3511

Fly London Mol 2 Black Leather Knee High Boots
Size EU 40

3475

Set of motorbike leathers

*3512

Douboots Ted & Muffy Avocet Navy Blue Size 4

*3476

Ladies Lodis hand bag

*3513

*3477

Bolle ski/ snowboard helmet with goggles

Nike Air Huarache Run Ultra Khaki Size 8 and
Nike SB Delta Force Vulc Black and White Size 9

*3478

Large Big Joe crocodile

3514

3672 Bag of mixed ladies and mens boots and
shoes

Timberland Calderbrook Junior Grey Size 6 and
Timberland Calderbrook Junior Black Size 6

*3515

Android Homme Omega Low Trainers White Size 9

3480

3694 Boxed pair of ladies stealth shoes

*3516

3481

3684 Boxed pair of white Nike Revolution trainers

Pavers Womens Slippers Purple Size 5 and
Pavers Mens Slippers Grey Size 10

3482

3752 Boxed pair of Sloafer flat shoes

*3517

3483

3743 Boxed pair of Puma trainers plus a boxed
pair of Adidas football boots

Easy B Colorado Brown Suede Walking Boots
Size EU 39 and Easy B Colorado Black Suede
Walking Boots Size EU 39

*3518

3484

Pair of TCX motorcycle boots

Nike Dualtone Racer Grey Size 6.5 and Adidas
Swift Run Grey Size 9 Boxed

3485

Approx 8 boxed pairs of mixed used trainers and
shoes

*3519

3486

Large qty of boat wheel clocks

Coogan London Redbridge Black Formal Shoes
Size EU 44 and Coogan London Brompton Black
and Burgundy Formal Ankle Shoe Size EU 44

3487

3530 Four small wicker baskets

*3520

Trespass Dodo Black Unisex Snow Boot Size 9

3488

3669 Bag containing a qty of children's trainers,
shoes, etc

*3521

Converse All Star White Size 7 (New), Converse
All Star Leopard Print Size 7 (Used) and Converse
All Star Pink Size 4 (Boxed)

*3452

3479
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*3522

*3523
*3524

Nike Womens Air Max 1 Pinnacle Cream White
Size 4.5 and Puma Basket Heart Patent Peach
Size 5

Sizes
*3548

Two Bloch Tap Dance Shoes Size 7 and Size 8

3549
Dune Head Over Heels Tan Micro Fibre Wester
*3550
Boots Size 7 and Dune London Black and Peach
*3551
Studded High Heels

*3525

Sneaky Steve Dirty Mid Leather Shoe Brown Size
*3552
9

*3526

Clarks Narrative Black Patent SHoe Size 4, Clarks
Black Suede and Glitter Shoe Size 5.5 and Clarks *3553
Cloudstepper Sillian Blair Slippers Size 5.5

*3527

Socofy Multi colour Shoes Size EU 39 (New) and
Emma Hope's Shoes Pink with beads High Heels *3554
Size 39.5 (Used)
Dunlop The Blizzard Insulated Wellington Boots *3555
Green Size 6

*3528
*3529

Nasty Gal Red Suede Boots Size 5 and Jingpin
Black Patent Knee High High Heels Size EU 38

*3530

Kickers Brogue Leather Open top Shoes Black
and Blue Size 5

*3531

Vans Classic Slip-On Black and White Checker
Board Shoes Size 7 (Used)

*3532

New Balance Minimus 20V6 Womens Running
Shoes Size 4

*3533

Large Bag Containing Ladies Shoes in Varios
Styles and Sizes

*3534

Large Bag Containing Slippers, Insoles and Boat
*3561
Shoes in Various Sizes

3535

*3536

Bag Containing Babys, Toddlers and Childrens
Shoes Including Nike, Adidas and Converse in
Various Sizes
Large Bag Containing Mens Shoes in Various
Styles and Sizes

Large Bag Containing Slippers, Laces and insoles
ect. in Various Sizes
Timberland Toddlers Blue Boots Size 4
Adidas Ultra Boost Black and White Size 9.5
4 jigsaw puzzles, Loom Twister, Guess Who ? &
Marco Polo game
Cubby House, Paw Patrol parking Lot, Morphy
Richards kitchen set, Geek Gear & play mat
15 boxed toys including Vtech singing alfie,
Microscope, Play-doh, Hatcimals, shape sorter,
Password! etc
Fancy dress costumes, hats, masks and
accessories
Large bag of novelty toys including balloons,
stickers, LOL surprises, action figures, voice
changers etc

*3556

Large bag of toys and games including Magic
growing trees, Hot Wheels, Dog table lamp,
pushbutton phones etc

*3557

Burago Chevrolet Corvette, A Model Lotus 72D
"JPS", Tekno Truck & Welly Scania V8 models

*3558

Selection of soft cuddly toys and dolls

*3559

Fancy dress costumes, hats, masks and
accessories

*3560

8 boxed games including Monopoly, Sherlock
Gnomes, Tea set, building blocks etc
Packs of cards, colour pens & pencils, colouring
books, stencil sets, activity magazines etc

*3562

Selection of soft cuddly toys and dolls

*3563

Bag of novelty toys including magic rings, bouncy
putty, erasers, action figures etc

*3564

Harry Potter 'Lord Voldemort' boxed figure

*3565

8 boxed games including Aqua crystals, Disney
figures, Pass the Bomb, Spider Man web slinger
etc

*3537

Hugo Boss Slip on Trainers Grey and Black Size
EU 41

*3538

Nike x Undefeated 97 OG Black Size 9

*3539

Hugo Boss Shoreline Blue Flip Flops Size 11

*3566

*3540

Two Pairs of Adidas Prophere Shoes White and
Peach Size 7 and Beige and Pink Size 9

Crayola set, Disney toy box, Mermaid figure,
soccer goal set, inflatables, Harry Potter bag etc

*3567

*3541

Asics x Monkeytime Gel Lyte V Grey and Black
Size 8.5

Heljan Class 47 Diesel model train, r/c M3
helicopter, HD r/c drift car & Model racing car

*3568

*3542

Adidas Atlanta Spezial Red Size 8.5 and Nike Air
Zoom Vomero Size 9.5

Selection of toys & games including Smiggle
Advent Calendar, Monster High figure, Hatchimals
etc

*3543

Nike React Element 87 Grey and Blue Size 9

*3569

8 Collectable model figures including Pop!, Alien
3, Batman & Game on Thrones

*3544

Adidas Varial Mid Top Black Trainers Size 6 and
Adidas Blue Trainers Size 8

*3570

Chi Chi soft toy pet dog, Doc McStuffins pet dog &
First Word Baby doll

*3545

Clarks Chinaberry Pop Black Shoe Size 5 and
Clarks Kendra Dime Blue and Brown Shoe Size
3.5

*3571

2 Playmobil Advent Calendar kits, Top Agents kit
and 2 figures

*3546

Clarks Leopard Print Strap Shoes Size 4.5 and
Clarks Black Suede Strap Shoe Size 4

*3572

5 Lego kits including Architecture, Creator, Duplo
etc

3547

Bag of Baby, Toddler and Childrens Shoes
Including Ralph Lauren, Heelys ect. in Various

*3573

Fancy dress costumes, masks and accessories

*3574

Bag containing toy cars, plastic pirate ship& barn,
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*3575
*3576

flags, diary and novelty toys

*3598

Our Generation Halia doll, Walking Unicorn,
Workshop Rabbit and other soft toys

Kids Animal reading books and figures, colour
pens & pencils, activity magazines, soft toys etc

*3599

Disney Celebration Belle dolly, Bedtime bear,
Thomas Tank soft toy & Musical statues toy

*3600

11 Lego kits including Star Wars, Batman,
Creator, City etc

8 boxed games including Paw Patrol puzzle, My
Little Pony figures, Elf Reward kit, Sparkle stars
etc

*3577

13 boxed games including Play-doh, Balloon Dog, *3601
My Little Pony, Puzzle ball, Kids headphones etc

Fancy dress accessories, Tennis table bats &
balls, swim fin etc

*3578

Fancy dress costumes, hats and accessories

*3602

Large bag of toys & games

*3579

Selection of soft cuddly toys and baby doll

*3603

*3580

Citadel Warhammer model kit, Flames of War,
Medieval Mayhem model kit and large quantity of
model soldiers and figures
*3604

Selection of collectable magazines & figures
including Dr Who, Back to the Future, Star Trek,
Pop!, Batman etc

*3581

Large quantity of Animal World children's reading
books, Card games and activity magazines etc

*3582

Collectable model figures including Pop!, Marvel, *3605
Breaking Bad, Pro Stars Corinthian World Greats
etc
*3606
Large bag of novelty toys including party
accessories, dinosaurs, Star Wars figure, gym
ball etc
*3607

*3583

*3584
*3585
*3586
*3587

*3588
*3589

*3590

*3591

*3592

*3593
*3594
*3595
*3596

*3597

8 boxed games including The Great War, King of
Withril, Evolution, Monopoly etc
*3608
Selection of Fancy dress costumes
*3609

R/C Drone & Helicopter together with Model
vehicles including RMZ City Volkswagen, F1
racing cars, British Airways plane, Dinky toys etc
Warhammer & Citadel model kits and figures,
Workshop figure, Firefly & Beaufigher model kits,
Warhammer bag & card game etc
Air dusters, silly string, Realistic muscle top, JCB
digger, Hillington boules etc
Paw Patrol puzzle, Scrap book set, Cra-z-slime,
stencil sets, note books, keyrings, soft toys etc
6 x Night Zone plain dyed black tie on seat pads
6 x Night Zone plain dyed black tie on seat pads

Cabbage Patch doll, Naughty Elves and selection *3610
of soft cuddly toys
*3611
19 toys & games including Play-doh, Milk shake *3612
maker, Magnetic calendar, craft kits, Slime, mini
*3613
pool table etc

6 x Night Zone plain dyed black tie on seat pads

Smiggle Advent Calendar, Baby play nest, fishing *3614
game & Toy guitar
*3615

Whirlwind mop bucket

12 toys & games including Pet Shop Cruiser,
Blox, Face painting sets, die cast cars, Light
touch game, activity tablecloth etc

Double duvet set, King base valance, double
throw, pillowcases, hot water bottles, towel etc

*3616

*3617
Bag of Mega Bloks, Quantity of Animal World kids
reading books, animal figures, colouring pens,
pencils and activity magazines
*3618
Large bag of novelty toys including Sainsburys
Lego trading cards, loom bands, action figures,
*3619
bubbles etc
*3620
Large bag of novelty toys including Sainsburys
Lego trading cards, balloons, dropmix discovery
packs etc
*3621
Fancy dress costumes, wigs, hats and
accessories
*3622
Peppy Pups soft toy, dolls and quantity of soft
*3623
toys

6 x Night Zone plain dyed black tie on seat pads
Professional black double cereal dispenser
Signature multi function steam mop
Whirlwind mop bucket

Kenwood can opener, Electrim heating tray,
Kitchen Magik, non slip tray, storage containers
etc
Pulp Fiction posters, picture frames, bookends,
Artwork set, non slip mat and household sundries
Large pink chunky knitted blanket
Shoe protectors, clear cover, wallpaper, pictures,
frames, polystyrene head, tape dispenser and
household sundries
Pillow sham set, 3 large throws, cushion covers &
cushion inner pad
3 Double & 3 Single duvet sets and 007 door mat
Wool girth sleeve, Thermo Sockets & Vivarium
lamp, pet carrier, harness, toys, cooling mat etc

6 boxed games including Ticket to Ride, Gross
Magic, Twister, Speak Out etc

*3624

7 boxed games including Smiggle Advent
Calendar, Atmosfear Khufu, Memory Games, Art
bundle etc

Shoe organizers, Mosaic wax burner, LED
candles, folding step stool, coat hangers, table
covers, single duvet set etc

*3625

Large bag of novelty toys, stickers, Sainsbury
Lego trading cards etc

Hammock quilt, Lumbar support, boot bags,
rucksack, shoulder & other bags

*3626

Habitat wine glasses, Clip top spice jars, S&P
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mills, baking trays, ice blocks, wine rack etc

*3652

Nike Air Jordan Courtside 23 Black Size 10

*3627

Large bag of artificial flowers

*3653

Buckle Silver High Heel Boots Size 5

*3628

3 Magic hoses, parasol base & lights, tarpaulin
and 10 solar powered post lamps

*3654

Lipsy Black Glitter High Heels Size EU 37 and
Faith Black Suede High Heels Size 6

*3629

Made.Com Wespa eyelet curtains, 2 double duvet 3655
sets, sheets, double mattress protector & fleece *3656
underblanket etc

Trespass Unisex Youth Snow Boots Black Size 4
Loslandifen Purple and Black High Heels Size EU
41 and Big Tree Rose Gold Glitter High Heels Size
EU 35

*3630

Ian Snow lampshade, Salt lamps, Cage & string
lights, Solar lights etc

*3657

Reebok Crossfit Nano Puprle Lilac Size 6.5

*3631

2 large pillows / cushions

*3658

*3632

Large bag of household sundries including
laminate pouches, tie hanger, glue sticks,
jewellery bags, post-its etc

Birkenstock White Strap Flip Flops Size 5.5 and
Guess Red Logo Badge Trainers Size EU 37

*3659

Two Tap Dancing Shoes and Two Ballet Shoes By
Bloch, Capezio ect. in Various Sizes

*3633

Hit-air life jacket, boxing & sparing gloves, shin
pads, dip belt, 1kg weight etc

*3660

Pavers Thigh high Black Boots Size 4

*3634

6 x 100 Examination gloves, Oral-B Pro 2
toothbrush, GHD and other hair stylers, Blood
glucose monitor etc

*3661

Stuburt Sport-Tech Response Black Golf Shoe
Size 8.5

*3662

Stuburt Evolve-Sport Black Golf Boot Size 9.5

3663

DeWalt Industrial Footwear Mason Brown Steel
Toe Cap Boot Size 11

3664

DeWalt Industrial Footwear Radon Dark Stone
Brown Steel Toe Cap Boot Size 10

3665

Amblers Safety Steel Toe Cap Black Boot Size 5

*3637

Quantity of wool, embroidery silks, felt and sewing *3666
patterns

Large Bag Containing Mens Shoes and Boots In
Various Sizes

*3638

6 inner cushion pads

*3667

*3639

Bath sheets & towels, Double duvet set, Eyelet
curtains, net curtain, bedding etc

Large Bag Containing Ladies Shoes and Boots In
Various Sizes

*3668

Large Bag Containing Ladies Shoes in Various
Sizes

*3635

*3636

*3640
*3641
*3642

*3643
*3644

*3645

*3646
*3647
*3648

Oscillatory sprinker, Wasp trap, hose
attachments, tarpaulin, Projector lamp, table
lamp, garden lighting etc
Stone Island shoulder bag, shirt folder, door
curtain, towels, bedding, card sleeves etc

5'9" horse blanket, pet rug, hamster cage, pigeon
decoys and pet leads, collars etc
*3669
Fragrance nappy bags, potty, breast pump,
*3670
garden swing, blanket, Unicorn mug etc
*3671
4 x V60 coffee drippers, mixing bowls, muffin tin,
*3672
chopping board, plastic beakers & cups, S&P
*3673
mills and kitchen utensils
*3674
Pacapod parent bag
TaylorHe travel bag, draw string bags, sports,
camera & shopping bags, easy access car seat,
napkins etc

*3675

Large bag of household sundries including picture *3676
frames, organza rolls, personal alarms, Travel
3677
journal, fly trap, posters etc
*3678
Yankee Candle & other Xmas Advent calendars,
crackers, baubles, wreath, present sack etc
*3679
Slazenger tennis balls, exercise mat, Banana Belt
diving suit, swimming goggles, resistant bands etc
3680
Vibrating cooling baby mat, nappy changing mat,
Kari-me, Unicorn Garden, blankets, lunch cool bag
*3681
etc

*3649

King & single electric blankets, Adele Panels,
shower mat, cushion etc

*3650

Quantity of carrot fly netting, tarpaulins, strimmer
wire, fruit net and rotary line cover

3651

Childrens Air Force 1 White Customs Size 6Y
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Gucci Sliders Black With Green and Red Stripe
Nike Air Vapormax White Size 9
Nike Air Vapormax Tn Black Size 9
Nike Air Max 95 Black and Grey Size 6
Nike Vapormax Tn Black Size 7.5
Nike Air Max 97 Grey and Black Size 11 and Nike
Air Max 95 Blue and Black Size 11
Adidas EQT Support Black Trainers Size 10 and
Nike Presto Fly Grey Size 10
Nike Vapormax Plus Red and Black Size 6
Spare lot
Adidas 1609ER Blue and Red Trainers Size 7 and
Reebok CrossFit Green Trainers Size 12
Nike Run All Day Black Trainers Size 11 and Nike
Zoom Pegasus 34 White and Blue Size 8
Childrens Jordans Black Size 5, Nike Air Force 1
Customs Size 3Y and Nike Huarache Blue Size 5
Converse All Star Chuck Taylor Grey Size 8, Vans
OldSkool Black and Gum Size 9 and Converse All
Star Chuck Taylor Blue Size EU 38

*3682

Nike Magista Black Size 9 (New) and Adidas X 17
Purespeed White Size 10 (Used)

*3683

Nike Air Max 97 Black Size 11

*3684

Nike Air Max Tn Plus Green Size 10

*3711

*3685

Adidas X_PLR J Black Size 5 and Puma Breaker
LTHR Black and White Size 7
*3712

*3686

Superga Cotu Classic Red Shoes Size 9 and
Superga Cotu Bordeaux Size 9

*3687

Fat Face Lytham Suede Ankle Boots Grey Size 6 *3713

*3688

Dune Black High Heels Size 7 (Used) and
Paradox London Silver Glitter Shoes Size EU 40
(Used)

*3689

Bertie Shoes Campus Black Leather Boots Size 8

*3690

Slazenger Black Trainers Size 12 and Slazenger
Banger White Trainers Size 9

3691

Grisport Contractor Black Steel Toe Cap Boots
Size EU44 with Socks, Spare Laces and Bag

*3692

Grisport Apollo Brown Leather Walking Boots Size
EU 41 with Socks, Spare Laces and Bag

*3693

Grisport Exmoor Brown Leather Walking Shoes
Size 9

3694
*3695

Bag Containing Childrens Shoes In Vairous Styles
and Sizes
Large Bag Containing Slippers, Insoles and
Slidders Including Adidas and others in various
sizes

Bath towel, tea towels, dusters, toilet brushes and
household sundries
Aynsley lattee mugs, mixing bowls, fruit bowls,
Foil lidded trays, Tea/Coffee canisters, baking
trays etc
Apachie Ember power backpack, travel bags,
produce & shopping bags etc

*3714

Clarisonic Mia 2 cleaning system, GHD diffuser,
Epi Care set, SureSafe door bell, Dirt Devil hoover,
Decanting Carafe etc

*3715

Selection of water bottles, travel mugs etc

*3716

Rowan & Hooked Zpagetti wool, lengths of
materials and ribbon

*3717

20 x 100 king size cigarette filter tubes, expanding
box file, telephone, window frosting, tape
dispenser, bunting and household sundries

*3718

Horse training rein & bit, pet bed, pet coats, toys,
leads etc

*3719

2 x 150ft magic hoses, 4 packs of 10 S/S solar
post lamps, plant pots & BBQ brush

*3720

Groclock, Cuddly buddies, swing, Unicorn light,
baby photo albums, blanket, transition mug etc

*3721

Revolving cake stand, Kenwood can opener, Jamie
Oliver pestle & mortar, hob cover set, Coffee
dippers, cake boxes etc

*3722

Optics rail, cocktail bowls, latte glasses, kilner jar,
60 custom fit bin liners etc

*3696

Large Bag of Ladies Shoes and Boots in Various
Sizes

*3697

Bag of Gents Shoes in Various Sizes

*3698

Jeffrey Campbell Prickly Wedge Nude Calf Leather*3723
Shoes

Cushion, Set of curtains, draught excluder, table
covers, bundle of paper carrier bags etc

*3699

Gucci Supreme Monogram Tiger Sliders Size 7

*3724

*3700

Nike Air Jordan 1 X Off-White NRG Blue and
White Size 9

Dyson & Henry hoover accessories and quantity of
dust bags

*3725

*3701

Convace Game Evolved Aura+ White Football
Boots Size 7.5

Quantity of light bulbs, 3D lamp, string lights,
picture wall light, Brita, Samsung etc water filters
etc

*3726

Spandex chair covers, photo album, blind, artificial
flowers, picture frames, fly catchers and
household sundries

3702
*3703

*3704

*3705
*3706

Eeyore and Tigger soft toys

Powakaddy replacement golf trolley handle bars,
boxing gloves, training vests, weight belt, golf club
*3727
handle grips, injury supports etc
Maple fruit bowl, Latte mugs, Oliver Bonas cheese
knives, place mats, washing up bowl and kitchen *3728
utensils
*3729
Russell Hobbs cordless steam iron
Large bag of household sundries including West
Ham T-shirts, artificial flowers, picture frames,
stain eraser etc

Biscuit canisters, S/S cafetiere, wine coolers, hob
covers, colander, oven gloves, tea towels, washing
up bowl etc
Deuter Race Exp Air rucksack

*3731

Barebones Gathering bag

*3732

Large bag of household sundries including tea
lights, note books, folding walking sticks, incense,
picture frames, wedding tille rolls, wall paper etc

*3733

Bierley electronic magnifier, Frame guest book,
leather care kit, Universal TV mount, watch
display box, book stand etc

Pair of AposTherapy shoes Size 6.5 and
AposTherapy carry bag

*3708

Dog loo, Cat grooming arch, Pleco wafers, pet
toys, leads etc

*3709

Zumba Fitness Exhilarate DVD kit, Foam rollers,
exercise mat, full face snorkels, golf balls etc

*3710

Air cooler, tripod, spin scrubber, suction grip,
selection of of coat hangers, Lip shape telephone *3734
etc
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Solar wind chime light, Batman Hero & Net lights,
solar lights etc

*3730

*3707
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Selection of bags including satchel, holdalls, wash
bag etc

Tartan & Star length of material, wool, Mini sewing
machine, embroidery kit etc

*3735

Philips steam iron, Touch table lamp, digital body
weight scale and body heat massager

4005

spare

4006

spare

*3736

Quantity of Hessian sacks, sports, headphone &
iPad bags etc

4007

spare

*3737

Shark blanket, potty, Disney & cot head rests etc

4008

spare

*3738

Sngpak jungle sleeping bag, large blanket, couch
cover, Curtains, pillowcases, bedding etc

4009

spare

4010

spare

*3739

Quantity of household sundries, Christmas
wreaths & decorations

4021

Totem white and red man's mountain bike

*4022

Sonic black BMX

4023

Ammaco black electric bike

4024

Green Raleigh gents bike

4025

Silver and red mountain bike

4026

Silver and red mountain bike

4027

Puch vintage ladies bike

4028

Box of stabilisers

4029

Small blue child's bike

4030

Black BMX

4031

4040 A Vertigo white and green full suspension
girls bike

4032

Three wheel tricycle

*3740

*3741

TV wall bracket, cocktail bowl, cleaning wipes
Artists pencils, sketchpad, alarm clock and
household sundries
Single & Double duvet sets, Waffle chocolate
throw, blankets and draught excluder

*3742

4 boxes of furniture risers

*3743

Duvet sets, king size mattress protector, neck
cushion, towels, coat hangers etc

*3744

2 Babasacs, Maclaren buggy foot warmer,
blankets, muslin, kids gift wrap, cuddly horse,
mittens etc

*3745

Boxing gloves & pads, swimming goggles, foam
roller, golf balls & tees, mouth guards etc

*3746

Rab kit bag 50

*3747

*3748
*3749

*3750

*3751

4033
Tarot cards, reward stamps, Sketch pad, picture
*4034
frames, Screen saver, mini fans, Notebook & pen
4035
set and household sundries
4036
Fred Perry shoulder bag

Bright purple child's bike

4037
Electrolux carton cooker hood filters, collapsible
washing up bowl, Coffee drippers, Cordless kettle, 4038
draining board, foil trays etc
4039
Oral-B Pro 650 toothbrush, UGG sheepskin care
4040
kit, Babyliss hair styler, Wahl grooming kit,
4041
ResMed face mask, wig and selection of bags

A Defender suspension mountain bike

Salter Nutri Pro, muffin tray, hob covers, plastic
cutlery & bowls, Washing machine cleaner, water
bottles etc

A Lombardo red and white mountain bike
Cuda child's bike
Ladies vintage bike
Blue and white fold-up bike
Purple Magna girls mountain bike
Raleigh grey ladies bike
A beige and black laides bike

4042

Kid's dirt bike

4043

Raleigh grey gents bike

Sleeping bag, Skull phone, cosmetic organiser,
A4 folders, coat hooks, vacuum head and
household sundries

4044

A bike trainer

*4045

Electric firetruck

*4046

Three wheel child's trike

*3753

Large pallet box of ladies and men's clothing

*4047

Nerf go-kart

*3754

Large bag of accessories including underwear,
hats, scarves, socks etc

4048

Three small bike panniers

*3752

4049
Selection of hand & shoulder bags, wash bags etc 4050
Large pallet box of ladies and men's clothing

Two bike panniers

*3757

Large bag of accessories including underwear,
hats, scarves, socks etc

4101

WITHDRAWN 4101 Electric Macallister leaf
blower

*3758

16 items of Fat Face clothing

*4102

Electric Macallister leaf blower

*3755
*3756

4001

spare

FG52 BXZ (2002) Vauxhall Movano van DTi, 3500 4103
LWB, diesel, white
*4104
MOT: 4/12/2018 (expired)

5 boxes of bird food

4002

spare

4105

Makita petrol powered strimmer

4003

spare

4106

McCulloch petrol powered hedge cutter

4004

spare
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Ryobi petrol powered strimmer with hedge cutter
attachment

4107

Homelite petrol powered hedge cutter

4149

Quantity of assorted acrow props

4108

Quantity of hand saws

4150

Pallet of road signs and pallet of road sign frames

4109

Electric submersible pump

4151

Small pallet of roofing felt

4110

Wickes electric hedge cutter

*4152

Pallet of scaffold boards

4111

McCulloch petrol powered hedge cutter

4153

spare

4112

Black and Decker electric powered hedge cutter
and green electric chainsaw

4154

spare

4155

Potted plant

4113

Electric chainsaw

*4156

water feature

4114

4121 Titan electric chainsaw

4157

2 small urn style planters

4115

Quantity of folding pet cages

4158

Potted pyramid shaped box bush

4116

4123 Quantity of solar panels

4159

4247 gas BBQ

*4117

Maxcold Igloo coolbox

4160

Small Outback gas BBQ

*4118

Maxcold Igloo coolbox

*4161

Flatpack hammock, 2 wooden loungers and
wooden chair

4119

Underbay of assorted hand tools and hosepipe

4120

4 solar lights

4162

Lazy Spa

Orange planter and 2 small plant pots

4163

Lazy Spa

2 metal bench ends

4164

Pet stroller

*4123

3 Nightwatcher security lights and Winplus LED
strip light

4165

Quantity of trampoline nets and gazebo roof parts

4166

Boxed bouncy castle

*4124

2 Superlite non kink hoses

4167

White and red golf bag with quantity of clubs

4134 Large green heavy duty hose

4168

4206 Black and gold golf bag with quantity of
clubs and some loose clubs

*4121
4122

4125
*4126

Artificial orchid and bag of bulbs

4127

3/4 of shelf of small fish tanks, gerbil cages,
hamster runs etc

*4169

Rattan glass topped lazy susan

4170

Flatpack tent

4128

Balance board

4171

4129

Small box of assorted pots

4204 Tommy Bahama beach chair and blow up
recliner

4130

Small quantity of hand tools

4172

Small intex children's bouncy castle

Flatpack wood burner

4173

Small shelter

4132

3 boxes of terracotta pots

4174

Quantity of camping chairs and folding tables

4133

Fire extinguisher and holder

4175

4134

Box of assorted candle holders

Blue and red golf bag with quantity of clubs and
golf trolley

4135

Underbay of assorted tools

*4176

Samba goal set

4136

4126 Quantity of assorted cushions

4177

Blue golf bag on trolley with set of assorted clubs

4137

3199 Air hockey table

4178
4179

Green metal set of steps
Quantity of chrome towel warmers

*4131

*4138

White and turquoise garden lounger

*4139

Wooden rectangular garden table with 4 metal
chairs

4180

4233 Glass shower screen

4181

Quantity of cornice

*4140

Rattan garden table

4182

Green composite front door

*4141

Hexagonal wooden folding garden table with 2
metal framed chairs

4183

White composite front door

4184

Red velour dark wood vintage sofa £100.00 - £0.00

4142

Gazebo

4185

4143

2 sauna doors

4 low high backed red velour vintage chairs and 1
other

Keter flatpack storage box

4186

Dark red velour vintage sofa £30.00 - £0.00

4145

3 pallets of assorted planters and butler sink

4187

Red velour dark wood vintage sofa

4146

Sailing boat with mast and rudder

4188

4147

Quantity of silver and orange racking

2 red velour dark wood vintage chairs and sofa with
swans heads

4148

Quantity of trusses

4189

2 red velour dark wood vintage corner chairs

4190

red velour dark wood vintage sofa £100.00 - £0.00

*4144
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4191

red velour dark wood vintage sofa £100.00 - £0.00

panel

4192

2 red velour dark wood vintage bench style seats *4236

Quantity of wooden veneer panels

*4193

2 garden metal wall toppings

*4237

4 bath screens

*4194

2 metal folding mosaic backed garden chairs

4238

Shower screen

*4195

Large metal firepit

4239

4275 2 wooden 4 panel doors

Small flatpack child's playhouse

*4240

2 flatpack units

*4197

Loft ladder

*4241

Freestanding bath mixer tap with shower head

*4198

Large grey cantilever umbrella on stand

*4242

Freestanding bath mixer tap with shower head

Metal 6ft patio heater

*4243

Dimplex boxed electric fire

*4200

2 large garden loungers

4244

4280 2 radiators

4201

4212 2 terracotta pots

*4245

Small bathroom cabinet

4196

4199

*4202

Electronic 2.4L water boiler and tap

4203

Round tile top garden table with 4 matching metal *4246
framed chairs
*4247
Large roll of astroturf
*4248

4204

Large roll of astroturf

*4249

Small bathroom mirror

4205

Porta large wooden internal door and frame

4250

Small white wash hand basin

4206

Porta large wooden internal door and frame

4251

Small white basin

4207

Porta large wooden internal door and frame

4252

Cloakroom basin and tap

4208

Large quantity of kitchen units inc. base units,
wall units, larder units, sink, taps etc

*4253

Large square shower tray

4209

3 white wall units

*4254

Quadrant shower tray

4210

Pallet of boxed assorted shredders

*4255

Freestanding bath shower mixer

4211

50 blue Cobalt carpet tiles

*4256

2 white boards

4212

50 blue Cobalt carpet tiles

4257

4292 Box of paper

4213

36 blue with purple tint carpet tiles

*4258

White curved fronted bathroom sink

4214

Chrome towel radiator

*4259

Brown resin kitchen sink

*4260

1 1/2 bowl under counter stainless steel sink

*4261

Stainless steel 1 1/2 bowl sink

*4262

Small narrow cloakroom basin

*4263

Small white wash basin

*4264

Large white wash basin

*4265

Large white wash basin

4266

White wash basin

4267

4294 Large quantity of assorted multi coloured
carpet tiles and beige carpet tiles

*4215

Large rectangular shower tray

*4216

Large quadrant shower tray

1 1/2 bowl stainless steel sink
Mirrored bathroom cabinet

4217

Wash basin and toilet pan

4218

2 toilet pans

4219

2 toilet pans

4220

2 toilet pans

4221

2 toilet pans

4222

2 toilet pans

4223

2 toilet pans

*4268

Toilet pan and seat

4224

2 toilet pans

*4269

Toilet pan and cistern

4225

3 small wash basin

*4270

Toilet pan, cistern and seat

4226

2 large wash basins

*4271

Wall mounted toilet pan and grey unit

4227

2 large wash basins

*4272

Flatpack vanity unit

4228

2 large wash basins

*4273

Tall 4 1/2ft modern design double panelled radiator

4229

2 large wash basins

*4274

3ft modern design double panelled radiator

4230

2 large wash basins

*4275

3ft modern design double panelled radiator

4231

2 large rectangular boxed wash basin

*4276

Grey towel radiator

4232

2 large rectangular boxed wash basin

4277

4289 Vintage chrome and white towel radiator

4233

2 large rectangular boxed wash basin

*4278

Light brown vanity unit with wash basin

4234

2 large rectangular boxed wash basin

*4279

White vanity unit with wash basin

4235

4269 Large wooden external door with glazed
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*4280

White vanity unit with wash basin

4323

A small walking machine

*4281

2 small vanity units

*4282

White wall hung vanity unit with wash basin

4324

A small walking machine and cross trainer

*4283

White wall hung wide vanity unit with wash basin

4325

A small walking machine

*4284

White wall hung wide vanity unit with wash basin

*4285

Small white vanity unit

4326

A small walking machine

*4286

Wood effect vanity unit

4327

Two sets of hand weights

4287

Eurocave wine fridge

4328

A wieght bench £10.00 - £0.00

4288

Geno Electric monogram fridge freezer

4329

Fold up massage bed

4289

Frigidair larder fridge

4330

4290

Large 8ft x 10ft gazebo with covers

WITHDRAWN 4264 A vibrating plate massage
machine

Made for Comfort high back brown office swivel
chair

4331

Two rolls of grey heavy corded carpet

4332

Two rolls of light grey heavy duty carpet

4292

4308 Black high backed swivel office chair

4333

Two rolls of blue heavy corded carpet

4293

4313 Maroon swivel office chair

4334

Yokohama 305-40 22' tyre

4294

Black and blue racing style swivel office chair

4335

A fibreglass box

4295

Black high backed executive style swivel office
chair

4336

Log splitter

4296

Cream topped round meeting table with 5 brown
stacking chairs

4337

4377 A blue generator

4338

4379 Small generator

4297

Cream topped round meeting table with stacking
chairs

4339

A petrol powered generator

4340

A petrol powered generator

4298

Multi drawer metal filing cabinet

4341

A petrol powered pressure washer

4299

Blue cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4300

Black high backed swivel armchair

4342

Small Karcher pressure washer

4301

Blue cloth swivel armchair

4343

Orange pressure washer

4302

Blue cloth swivel armchair

4344

Weed burner and trolley

4303

Black cloth swivel armchair

4345

Mantis small garden tiller

4304

2 grey cloth swivel chairs

4346

Powerbase electric mower

4305

Grey cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4347

4306

Black cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4347 Qualcast scarifier, lawn spiker and a push
mower

4307

Black chrome framed swivel armchair

4348

4385 A Singer industrial sewing machine

4308

White topped office desk with grey pedestal

*4349

( ? ) McAlister three tread stepladder

4309
4310

White topped office desk
2 wheeled dark wood credenza units

*4350

( ? ) McAlister two tread stepladder

4351

White patio heater

4311

2 dark wooden open fronted bookcases

4352

Large cardboard box containing a large quantity of
linbins in various sizes

4312

4299 Canon copier

4353

Three Goodyear 195/60/15 tyres

4313

Grey metal rack

4354

Two Pirelli 225/45/17 tyres

4314

Large roll of bubble wrap

4355

A large water pump with hoses

4315

Thin roll of bubble wrap

4356

Chop saw on stand

4316

2 boxed swivel armchairs

4357

A Inca bandsaw

4317

Grey metal stationery cupboard

4358

A variable speed sander

*4318

2 white chrome based bar stools

4359

4349 Blue sack truck

4319

8ft x 4ft metal shed

4360

4348 Blue sack truck

4320

spare

4361

A large wheeled blue sack truck

4321

Cintura Sports running machine

4362

Wickes table saw

4322

A small walking machine

4363

(27 1847OT) Fold up saw bench

*4291
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4364

Small safe

4365

Three small weights

4404

Two grey plastic boxes

4366

Hitachi 110V circular saw

4405

Three large boxes of welding wire

4367

Blue toolbox with assorted tools

4406

Two large boxes of welding wire

4368

Vintage oil cans, fuel can and a tilly lamp

4407

Large box of welding wire and two loose rolls

4369

Coil of firehose

4408

Fence puller

4370

A box of poly wheels

4409

Drill bit set

4371

spare

4410

A vice

4372

Two large buckets of assorted fixing and bolts

4411

A vice

4373

A large quantity of boxed frame fixings

4374

Three boxes of vintage car parts

4412

Two tool belts

4375

4407 A box of paslode nails

4413

Five and a half boxes of white tiles

4376

Two small trolley jacks and a bottle jack

*4414

4377

Two shower kits

karcher K4 full control premium electric pressure
washer with patio cleaning head and wash brush

4378

4415 A bag of garden sprayers

*4415

Karcher K5 full control electric pressure washer
with patio cleaning head and wash brush

4379

Two axel stands

*4416

4380

Sliding Wickes mitre saw

Karcher K5 full control electric pressure washer
with patio cleaning head and wash brush

4381

Metal toolbox with a quantity of sockets,
spanners, screwdrivers, etc

*4417

Karcher K5 electric pressure washer

4382

Two boxes of assorted threaded rods, bolts, etc

*4418

Karcher upright steamer

4383

Small blue toolbox with a quantity of tools and a
socket set

*4419

Karcher upright steamer

4384

Two buckets of assorted mastic screws, mastic
guns, etc.

*4420

Karcher upright steamer

4385

Worx multi tool and a small Worx grinder

*4421

Karcher upright steamer

4386

Large plastic bin of 3 inch galvanised nails and a
small bucket of 2 inch vintage clasp nails

*4422

Karcher upright steamer

*4423

Three Karcher vacuum cleaners

4424

Box of assorted phones

4425

Quantity of gate hinges

4387

A box of 4 inch galvanised nails

4388

A box of 2.5 inch galvanised nails

4389

A box of 2.5 inch galvanised nails

flooring and some underlay

4390

Box of 4 inch galvanised nails

4426

4446 Bucket of drain sealant

4391

Two plastic containers of drainage fitting

4427

Four Ford Focus alloy wheels

4392

Bag containing two drills and a circular saw

*4428

Two packs of Golden Select laminate flooring

*4429

Arcan trolley jack

4393

A Stanley toolbox containing small quantity of
screws, nuts and washers

*4430

One large boxed and one small boxed delonghi oil
filled radiator

4394

Plasterboard hole cutter

*4431

4395

Ryobi heavy duty router

One large boxed and one small boxed delonghi oil
filled radiator

4396

Ryobi heavy duty router

*4432

Box of Duraflame logs and plants

4397

4429 Makita 110 volt palm sander

4433

Set of rubber car mats

4398

Boxed draper bandsaw

4434

Set of material car mats

4399

4483 Silverline battery charger

4435

Box of paint brushes

4400

4480 Makita 240 volt reciprocating saw

*4436

2 paint roller sets

4401

Under bay of assorted fixing, bolts, lights, nails,
etc

4437

2 bags containing lights, matting, chair back, back
stretcher etc

4402

Wooden box of assorted drainage fittings, tools,
saw, etc.

*4438

Revolution upright air compressor

4439

bag containing Beldray vacuum cleaner and parts

4403

Under bay containing four packs of click together
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4440

Large box of scaffolding castors

4482

Makita 110v SDS drill

4441

Box of chargers, cables, battery powered torches
etc

4483

Spit 24v battery drill

4484

*4442

Dog guard, crook look and set of red seat covers

Plastic bucket containing planes, saws, chisels,
small oil can and sieve

*4443

Dog guard, set of blue seat covers and boot liner

4485

4 assorted stihlsons

*4444

3 universal dog guard

4486

Metal box containing quantity of vintage tools

4445

Triton electric shower

4487

Quantity of door protectors

4446

3 small heaters

4488

4447

2 boxes of patio door locks

Wooden box containing fixings, tools, oil, hammer
etc

4448

Box of double stove fans

*4489

(24ot) Elite Heat 110v electric workshop heater

4449

Large bag of assorted tape

*4490

(64 ot) 3 KVA 110v transformer

4450

4450 2 diamond blades and some metal cutting
blades

4491

4516 3 drill boxes

4451

4449 Hilti multi cut saw blades

4492

4530 2 metal shelves

4452

Bag containing phones, chargers, sat navs etc

4493

Stack of Dewalt toolboxes

*4453

Open sign

*4494

2 large solar panels

*4454

Large vehicle fuel tank

4495

*4455
*4456

Box of stainless steel coach lights, colour
changing LED lights and some under counter lights 4496
4497
First aid kit and toilet seat

Box of assorted items inc. hinges, tools, brackets,
gate furniture

*4457

Grohe kitchen tap

4498

Vintage fuel can, webbing, chicken wire etc

4458

2 boxes of assorted taps

4499

Underbay of assorted tools and 2 toolboxes

4459

3 in 1 toolkit

4500

Elu electric plane with plane attachment

4460

Box of assorted screws, bolts and fittings

4501

Dewalt hole cutter set

4461

Box of assorted screws, bolts and fixings

4502

Mortice and tenon jig

4462

Box of assorted aerosols

4503

Box containing 3 vintage planes

Large heavy duty cable

4504

Bailey number 8 plane

4464

Vintage metal box

*4505

Small green watchmakers lathe

4465

Box containing assorted boots

*4506

Cat powerstation jump start kit

4466

Wooden drawer containing drill bits, hammers,
saw blades etc

*4507

Small power bank and security light

4508

VW badge and wheel cap

*4467

(56) Milwaukee 12v mastik gun, Hitachi drill,
Bosch battery and charger

*4509

Dewalt socket set and small Draper socket set

*4510

2 Karcher window vacs

*4468

Makita 110v SDS drill

*4469

Dewalt 18v battery drill

4511
4512

large quantity of household tool sets
Motorcycle back box

4470

3 vintage boxes

4513

4645 Portable powerbank

*4471

110v transformer

4514

Set of jump leads

4472

4504 Rapid start car charger

4515

4641 Set of jumpleads

4473

Camping Gas stoves and pots

4516

Horse saddle

4474

Makita 110v circular saw

4517

4648 Horse saddle

4475

Power Performance router

4518

Large towing bracket

4476

2 wooden boxes of assorted tools

*4519

4477

4512 Makita 24v battery drill

1/2 underbay of car mats, wiper, blades, cleaning
cloths etc

*4463

*4478

Large box of assorted gate furniture
Trailer lighting board

Ring borescope inspection camera

4479

(61 ot) 1 Makita angle drills, sander, angle grinder 4520
etc
*4521
4390 Ryobi 110v circular saw
*4522

4480

Site level

PSX jumpstart kit

4481

2 Hilti mastik guns
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PSX jumpstart kit
PSX jumpstart kit

4524

Large cable reel

*4603

4525

Motorcycle jacket

4526
4527

Box containing 2 blue, 2 red and 1 orange ratchet *4604
straps
Box containing 4 blue and 2 green ratchet straps *4605

4528

2 lifting straps

4529

2 pairs of safety boots

4530

Quantity of rubber gloves

4531

Large box of assorted work gloves

4532

18pc screwdriver & bit sets, drill sets, Worx
battery charger, bolster, locks etc
Sealants, Adhesives, work gloves, wood screws,
Zebra tape etc
Drayton thermostat, soak away, shower heads,
waste, hose, taps etc

*4606

DeWalt 18v torch body, Union Jack hard hat, Pipe
freezing kit, Carabiner, extension lead etc

*4607

Uni-T BT528 PAT tester, roll of coaxial cable &
electrical switch box

2 bags containing car spares, height gauges,
filters, hoses etc

*4608

Sanding pads, paint brushes, tape, wire, dust
masks, fire blankets, locks etc

4533

Bundle of rubber gloves

*4609

4534

2 bags of assorted car spares inc. rear lights, trim
*4610
parts, gasket, window mechanism etc

Soft close toilet seat, pipes, taps, Whale switch
unit etc

4535
*4536

4568 Quantity of access panel hatches

*4611

Cooker element, Equestrian brackets, tumble
dryer fins, gauge, value etc

*4612

PIR motion sensors, multi meter, heat alarms,
Honeywell wireless door bell, switches, extension
cables etc

*4613

Casters, vents, cable, spacers, filters etc

*4614

Festool battery charger and DeWalt battery
charger

Large boxed oil filled radiator

4537

1/2 bay of assorted convector heaters

4538

Quantity of 5 small electric wood burning style
fires and 1 other

Cabinet hinges, casters, wheels, brackets,
window locks, furniture feet etc

*4539

2 unboxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4540

2 small boxed Delonghi oil filled radiators

*4615

Leica Rodeye 140 classic laser level

*4541

2 Muskoka fires

*4616

Bosch 12v impact driver

4542

LED lights

*4617

4543

3 boxed lights

Slotted socket set and heavy duty motorcycle
chain splitter

4544

Box of spotlights

*4618

Blue-point 7 piece plier set

4545

Maxicom all in one function generator

*4619

Mennekes electric vehicle charging lead

4546

Sharp microwave and some wooden trays

*4620

Bag of assorted heavy duty gloves, filters, masks,
pipe etc

4547

2 Buffalo coffee makers

*4621

4548

2 small Dometic fridges

Response alarm, switches, extension leads,
Carbon monoxide & fire alarms etc

4549

2 Beldray wall hung electric fires

*4622

Pruning saw, carpet kicker, saw blades, etc

4550

spare

*4623

4551

spare

Sanitary ware including slimline shower waste,
shower heads etc

*4624

Band saw blades

*4625

Cup holders, pump, door furniture etc

*4626

Hard hats, plasterers trowel, goggles, ear
defenders and rubber mallet

*4627

Klik switch board, door bell, extension leads, clips
etc

*4628

Max Peeding rods ignition coil pack for Nissan,
fire alarm, Bosch bit set and Lodar remote control

*4552

3 utility lights

4553
4554

Dehumidifier
2 heaven fresh fan units

4555

spare

4556

spare

4557

spare

4558

spare

4559

spare

5001

Wild rose pattern blue and white meat platter

4560

spare

5002

Silverline 260w power belt file and 10 pce Hex T
handle set

Ebonised and inlaid single door pier cabinet with
columns to the side

5003

Carved walnut over mantle

5004

Floral upholstered and ebonised armchair

5005

spare

*4601
*4602

Honeywell heater, precision measuring gauge,
Ebauer drill body, tape measures, Flood lamp,
Estwing hammer etc
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5006

Gilt painted and ebonised 3 paneled mirror

5046

Beaten brass clad coal scuttle

5007

Cast iron pot with lid and swing handle

5047

Wooden pagoda shaped jewellery box

5008

Resin figure of a dragon

5048

5009

Oak sideboard, 2 doors, 2 drawers under

Modern twin pedestal partners desk with green
leather surface £100.00 - £0.00

5010

Pine cheval mirror

5049

Cylindrical shaped lacquered oriental work box

5011

Oak hall stand with hinged seat

5050

Wine rack in the form of a hotel porter

5012

Avery set of scales and weights £5.00 - £10.00

5051

Large metal and pine wine rack

5013

5 paneled aesthetic movement mirror

5052

Oak drop side table

5014

Pair of brass fire dogs, fire companion set,
toasting fork and bellows

5053

8 bottle pine and metal wine rack

5054

Wicker seated Edwardian stool

5015

Pine chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5055

spare

5016

5020

Portrait of West Indian, pallet knife oil on board
5056
and painting of rural scene and cottages, tree and 5057
figures
5058
5016 Pine and walnut chest of 4 drawers
5059
Painted child's rocking horse
5060
4 paneled photographic print picture, England
5061
winning the Ashes and a miniature bat
5062
Edwardian single door pot cupboard

5021

spare

5022

5022 Mirror back aesthetic movement sideboard

5023

5017
5018
5019

5 provincial elm seated chairs
Modern wall hanging with Top Cat
Modern print of French shop facade
Modern wall hanging The Mighty Thor
Modern wall hanging The Incredible Hulk
2 oleographs Flatford Mill, fishing boats in harbour
Movie advertising poster entitled 'The Barefoot
Executive'

5063

Pair of pictures depicting gentlemen in domestic
setting in decorative gilt frames

Pair of floral decorated table lamps with shades

5064

Oil on canvas puppies at play

5024

5024 Prints of stately homes plus several bags of
loose prints

5065

Modern dome topped china cabinet with drawers
under

5025

spare

5066

5026

Bevelled mirror in chinoiserie frame

Dark oak double door china cabinet with cupboard
under

5027

Cased Singer sewing machine

5067

5028

Oak barley twist side table

Qty of silver plate to include trays, dishes, candle
sticks and a jug

5029

Circular quartz wall clock

5068

Record box and vinyl records

5030

Watercolour Moorland with trees

5069

5031

Over mantle in carved frame

Dark wood extending dining table plus 9 maroon
fabric upholstered chairs to include 2 carvers

5032

2 copper and cast iron coal scuttles

5070

Pine open fronted bookcase with drawer and shelf
over

5033
5034

Oak drop side table
Brass stick stand

5071

Glass vase

5072

Metal converted oil lamp with glass reservoir

5035

His Masters Voice wind up gramophone

5073

Small pine double door corner unit

5036

Georgian mahogany drop side table

5074

Wrought iron table lamp

5037

Copper coal scuttle, chestnut roaster, set of
bellows, fire curb and fire screen

5075

spare

5038

Set of Avery scales

5076

Oak sewing box on raised supports

5039

Industrial tannoy speaker

5077

Dark wood extending dining table

5040

4 metal ceiling light shades

5078

2 Victorian balloon back dining chairs

5041

Teak sideboard, 2 drawers and doors to the side

5079

4 oak dining chairs with drop in seats

5043

5080
Single carved and upholstered Edwardian bedroom
5081
chair
5082
Set of 6 upholstered Georgian dining chairs

5044

Pair of leaded and stained glass panels

5045

2 pine storage boxes for Lyle's Golden Syrup and 5084
The Stroud Brewery
5085

5042
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Qty of blue and white and other meat platters
2 branch floor lamp with adjustable necks
Oak floor lamp with pleated shade
Pifco fantasy fibre optic lamp (a/f)
Brass and wrought iron floor lamp with pink
pleated shade
Brass urn shaped table lamp

5086

5 metal onyx and pottery table lamps

5121

5087

Dark oak sideboard 3 drawers and cupboard under 5122

Oval mirror in gilt frame

5088

Dark wood dome topped double door cabinet with 5123
drawer under

5089

Watercolour lake with boat house

5123 Box containing radiograph with sailing boats
at sea, print of a stage setting, plus watercolour
with giraffes and African gazelle, plus a mirror

5090

Shefford Eagles Rugby League poster

5091
5092

5183 Pair of watercolours fisherman and figures by
5125
stream
5126
5129 Watercolour island and sea

5093

Ltd Ed print boats in harbour the Hythe Maldon

5094

Watercolour country fields and trees

5095

5122 Pair of fantasy watercolours with mermaids,
birds and dolphins

5096

Modern wall hanging depicting Buddha

5097

Quartz dome topped clock with 2 glass vases

5098

Maple finished dressing table plus a pair of 3
drawer bedside cabinets

5099

5124

Pair of gilt picture frames

5124 Watercolour of a Bedfordshire farmhouse
plus a stream, village lane, and others
Walnut finished table with two tables nesting under
Extending Ercole dining table plus six chairs to
include two carvers

5127

Reproduction yew dropside table

5128

Six Queen Anne style dining chairs with blue
fabric drop in seats

5129

Four Georgian rope twist dining chairs

5130

Hexagonal embroidered footstool

5131

5080 Circular glazed table on chromed base

5132

Floral Jacobean style door curtain

Qty of wicker baskets

5133

A red floral throw

5100

Double door pine cupboard

5134

Mustard fabric button back three seater sofa

5101

Engraving with town and river, print of doormice,
print of Christ on the cross, highstreet Oxford,
fishing boats at sea

5135

Storage box with hinged lid

5136

Beech child's school desk

5137

Quantity of kitchen storage units plus biscuit
barrel and ink bottles

5102

A rectangular mirror

5103

Pair of maroon velvet covered bedside cabinets,
plus a dressing table stool on cabriel supports

5138

(1) Two circular and oval oak side tables

5139

Tripod spot light

5104

Oak chest of two drawers

5140

Green upholstered oak armchair

5105

spare

5141

Helmet with protective visor and neck guard

5106

three dome topped mantel clocks plus a clock in
walnut case

5142

Twin pedestal desk with brown leather surface

5107

Two circular barometers

5143

Three elm seated chapel chairs

5108

Wicker conservatory two seater sofa plus a
matching armchair and footstool

*5144

Paco home grey and black matt

5145

spare

5109

Brown woolen carpet with floral pattern

5146

Beech newspaper rack

5110

Dark oak extending dining table plus six ladder
back chairs two include two carvers

5147

(7) Copper finish coal scuttle

5148

(8) Brass finished coal scuttle

5111

Boxed Janome sewing machine

5149

Beech finished and white painted computer desk

5112

Brass finished bankers lamp

5150

(10) Brass cauldron with swing handle

5113

Oak bookcase with glazed sliding doors and
cupboard to the side

5151

(17) Oak french three drawer commode

5152

(16) Oak french three drawer commode

5114

Beech cantilever sewing box

5153

Resin figure of an elephant

5115

Teak two tier tea trolley with tiled inset

5154

5116

5103 A glazed corner unit

Articulated artists dummy plus an adjustable desk
lamp and a pipe rack

5117

Pine three tier hanging shelf

5155

5045 Oak nest of three tables

5118

Two boxes containing books on the decorative arts 5156
plus jade chandeliers, sacred circles and
5157
glassware

5119

Maple finished double door cupboard with drawers
5158
under

5120

(26) Carved oak hanging shelf with coat hooks
under
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Grey painted break fronted console table
Carved oak two tier side table plus a drop side
table
Two oak framed prints of scholars from Oxford and
Cambridge
(27) Oak hanging shelf with coat hooks and
copper deer's head under

5160

Framed and glazed motor racing print

provincial oak furniture

5161

Framed and glazed motor racing print

5197

An etched mirror

5162

Watercolour with tulips and other flowers

5198

(1) Two modern wallhangings depicting cityscapes

5163

Four framed and glazed bird prints

5199

5164

5157 Watercolour of derelict buildings and pond,
watercolour of the Yorkshire dales, oil on board
5200
farm buildings, oil on board of a village, plus
5201
various prints to include African wildlife and stately
5202
homes

Dark oak sideboard with cupboard and drawer
under
5199 A floral carpet with peach coloured border
Fishing pole plus a coarse fishing rod
Framed and glazed cigarette card picture
depicting golfers

5165

Reproduction flamed mahogany dining table plus
six wheat sheaf shield back chairs to include two
carvers

5203

3 pine high back chairs

5204

Pair of pine high back chairs

5166

(14) Cast iron coal scuttle

5205

Pair of pine high back chairs

5167

Pine extending dining table plus four chairs

5206

Pair of pine high back chairs

5168

Approximately 90 classical prints plus British
Empire maps

5207

(4) 2 modern wall hangings depicting city scapes

5208

6 various dining chairs in leather and suede

5169

Bundle of leather

5209

(2) Modern New York City wall hanging

5170

A Malaysian rubberwood extending dining table
plus six upholstered chairs

5210

Blue leather 3 seater sofa plus pair of matching
armchairs

5171

(5) A large copper cauldron with swing handle

5211

Bent beech dining chair with metal frame

5172

(9) Copper cauldron

5212

Lloyd Loom laundry basket plus a throw and print

5173

(6) A copper finished middle-easter jug with lid

5213

Pair of metal and glazed lamp tables

5174

Circular pine table plus four stick back chairs

5214

(3) Box containing Michael Jackson wall hangings

5175

Red leather chair on chromed base

5215

spare

5176

Pair of Edwardian mahogany two tier plant stands

5216

Vintage case with qty of linen

5177

Bentwood coffee table with painted base

5217

5237 Pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5178

Circular Edwardian occasional table with X
shaped stretcher

5218

(20) Red floral Louis De Poortiere carpet

5179

(18) Oak settle

5219

Box containing motor sport and car magazines

5180

A pine dressing table with stool

*5220

Bayside 2 drawer lamp table

5181

A floral decorated pottery table lamp with shade

5221

5217 Victorian mirror backed sideboard

5182

A figure of buddah

5222

3 boxes containing jewellery mirror cabinet and a
shower head (a/f)

5183

A silver painted figure of the buddah's head

5223

Aboriginal art print plus an ancient coat of arms

5184

Grey painted pair of single drawer bedside
cabinets

5224

Constable print plus a watercolour of a sailing ship

A rolled up mattress

5225
*5226

Scoobie Doo wall hanging
Brown leather effect 3 seater reclining sofa (a/f)

5227

Circular oak tripod table

Oval cherrywood finished coffee table with
stretchers

5228

5234 Vintage suitcase

5229

Grey painted multi-drawer sideboard

5188

5140 A grey painted two drawer bedside cabinet

5230

5189

A painted wicker box

5261 White painted lamp table with single drawer
under

5190

A reproduction walnut nest of three tables

5231

5191

Pair of painted Balinese dancers on cloth

Cylindrical shaped Lloyd Loom style laundry
basket

5192

Chinese watercolour depicting two figures

5232

Victorian drop side table

5193

Watercolour depicting a Peruvian boy

5233

Painted open fronted bookcase with cupboard
under

5194

Pair of prints depicting raspberry bush and poppies

5234

5195

Five car and car advertising prints

2 blue and white oriental table lamps with shades
£20.00 - £30.00

5196

Three botanical prints, print of a lady and doves,
plus an oleograph of a domestic interior with

5235

spare

*5185
5186
5187

Dark wood extending dining table plus five shield
backed chairs
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5236

Painted tall boy with cupboard under

5272

5309 Dark wood 6ft bedstead with memory foam
mattress

5237

5225 Victorian balloon back dining chair

5238

Glazed and chrome circular bistro table

5273

Oak barley twist side table

5239

Black painted and floral patterned coffee table

5274

5143 Oak drop side table

5240

Oak box on raised supports

5275

5115 Painted and maple finished 2 drawer cabinet

5241

Boxed table lamp (a/f)

5276

5242

Pine kitchen table with painted base

Cherry finished open fronted bookcase with
cupboard under

5243

5107 Coffee table with cream painted base

5277

(6) White painted kidney shaped dressing table

5244

Dark oak hall cupboard

5278

Olive green painted metal trunk

5245

Red Turkoman style carpet

5279

5312 Folding deck chair with striped canvas seat

5246

Wicker magazine rack

5280

5294 Boxed mirror plus modern wall hanging
depicting succulents

5247

Cream painted floral decorated single drawer
cupboard

5281

5327 Circular reproduction table with leather
surface

5248

Grey painted oak table with magazine racks to the 5282
side
5283
3 painted children's single door cupboards plus a
side table with drawer, cupboard and shelf under 5284
5285
Painted lamp table with columns to the side,

5249
5250

drawer and shelf under

5297 Ikea bedstead with mattress (a/f)
5318 4ft 6 divan bed base with mattress
Modern oil on canvas Chinese junk at sea
5339 Qty of mirrors, 4 panel print of a nude,
Kandinsky print

5251

Narrow green painted display cabinet (a/f)

5286

5322 Victorian oil depicting a lady

5252

Pine dresser with glazed and leaded doors

5287

5253

Dark wood dome topped double door wardrobe

5324 Abstract print with trees plus a print of a
nude

5254

Pair of framed and glazed prints depicting wild foul

5288

Mirror in pine frame

5255

Qty of picture frames, mirror, print of French rural
setting, portrait of lady, print of bird, Da Vinci
prints and others

5289

Button back Victorian day bed

5290

5353 Pair of beech stick back dining chairs

5291

Chevron pattern brown rug

5292

5034 Georgian oak bureau with drawers under

5293

1960's kitchen stool

5294

Maple finished chest of 5 drawers plus a pair of 3
drawer bedside cabinets

5295

spare

5296

2 boxes containing wood and metal stools (a/f)

5297

Tin and wooden stool

5298

Pair of high gloss white painted floating shelves
plus 2 marble effect and chrome lamp tables

5299

Maple finished 3 drawer bedside cabinet

5300

5142 Oak 2 tier side table

5256

Embroidery with roses, painting still life with
flowers, cross stitch tapestry with birds and print
of farm buildings

5257

Pair of Framed and glazed prints entitled 'Wedded
and Whispers of Love'

5258

Turquoise leather effect tub chair

5259

Walnut corner unit

5260

5280 Qty of owls and candles

5261

5279 4 oak rush seated stick back chairs

5262

5287 Dark wood extending dining table with 3
pedestals

5263

Cherry finished wardrobe in 3 sections

5265

5301
2 metal 5 branch candle sticks, painted hanging
shelf plus a leaf pattern wall mounted candle stick 5302
5303
spare

5266

Zebra printed cows hide

5267

Large pine dresser

5268

Qty of Delph to include cups and saucers,
ornamental clogs, figures, bowls and ornaments

5269

5264

Adjustable foot stool
Reproduction yew cabinet with shelf over
Box containing Libra candle stick plus 2 others
and a vase and stand

5304

Ikea bent wood armchair with blue fabric cushions

5305

(22) Red Turkoman style carpet

5306

5368 Glazed dark wood display cabinet

Pair of modern bow back armchairs with caned
seats

5307

5367 Pine open fronted bookcase

5308

Pair of Georgian dining chairs with drop in seats

5270

5235 Pair of brown upholstered mahogany dining
chairs

5309

5362 Sheesham coffee table

5310

5141 Grey painted 2 drawer bedside cabinet

5271

Black floral carpet

5311

Grey painted 3 drawer chest of drawers
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5312

5366 1950's glazed china cabinet

5351

Square oak table on folding base

5313

5340 Ercol dresser

5352

5314

Framed and glazed print mares and foals

5082 Circular marble topped table with black
painted tripod base

5315

Vernon Ward print still life with flowers plus a
water colour of flowers and oriental figure

5353

Hostess trolley

5354

Coulson print of Lancaster bomber

5316

5342 Map of Northampton plus an indenture

5355

5317

5352 2 Framed and glazed prints with storage jars

Single divan bed base with mattress and metal
headboard

5318

2 modern wall hangings with vespas plus a picture 5356
of horses with mirrored frame
5357

Fish tank

5319

5343 Box containing prints with Arabs and a print
of the Embankment

5358

Peach fabric armchair

5359

Glazed fruit wood corner unit

5320

Framed oleograph mallards over a lake

5360

Glazed display cabinet with gallery and mirror over

5321

5353 Maple finished display cabinet with drawers
under

5361

Cream painted hall stand with mirror and faux
marble surface

5322

5370 Maple finished chest of 4 drawers plus
matching bedside cabinet

5362

Dressing mirror in mahogany frame

5323

5052 Georgian oak single door corner cabinet

5363

5409 Pair of Framed and glazed engravings leaves
and water lilies

5324

5336 Pine finished entertainment stand

5364

5325

spare

5410 Georgian oak bureau with 2 over 3 drawers
under

5326

Heels narrow oak chest of 6 drawers plus a
5365
matching tall boy plus a beech chest of 6 drawers 5366
Oak finished sideboard with black leatherette fall 5367
front

5327

Box containing curtaining

spare
Pine hanging shelf
5411 Qty of prints to include figure in meadow,
Monet print, map of the world, woodland and lake,
seascape with island, snowy mountain and others

5328

2 striped throws

5329

1950's yellow and white painted kitchen counter

5368

Red electric single armchair

5330

Qty of vinyl records

5369

Oak drop side table with painted base

5331

Vintage travelling case

5370

2 figures of musicians plus a tray

5332

5346 Oil painting lady in green shirt

5371

(28) Black lacquered oriental coffee table

5333

Box containing cricket prints, stamp pictures, print 5372
of windmill and decorative picture frame

Black painted and brass floor lamp with Corinthian
column

5334

4ft 6 dark wood bedstead (a/f)

5373

Blue painted chest of 3 drawers

5335

spare

5374

Pair of brown leather effect tub chairs

5336

3 dark wood bedsteads (a/f)

5375

5337

Qty of coarse fishing rods

Extending oval dining table on ball and claw
supports plus 12 chairs with drop in seats

5338

Vintage Silvercross child's pram

5376

Ornate dark wood 6ft bedstead (a/f)

5339

Qty of thumb sticks and shooting sticks

5377

Red leather kidney shaped 2 seater sofa

5340

5ft cream leather effect bedstead (a/f)

5378

Box containing silver plated bacon dishes

*5341

Memory foam single mattress (a/f)

5379

Dark oak barometer

*5342

Single bed memory foam mattress

5380

Blue glazed vase

5343

Child's cot bed

5381

(2) Pine coffee table with stretchers

5344

Box containing wool winder plus qty of magazines 5382
and dvd's
Cherry wood finished extending dining table plus 4 5383

Cockerel decorated cream painted mini storage
cabinet

upholstered chairs

5384

(12) Pair of deer antlers

5346

Green floral carpet

5385

(13) Pair of deer antlers

5347

2 pottery table lamps plus 2 brass finished lamps

5386

Oleograph cattle in rural setting

5348

Pine desk with 2 drawers

5387

Resin figure of white rabbit

5349

Dark wood side table with x-shaped stretchers

5388

Resin figure of white rabbit

5350

Extending Reproduction mahogany dining table

5389

Dome topped mantle clock

5345
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(11) Pair of deer antlers

5390

2 swagger sticks plus a qty of walking sticks

5391

5440 Oil on board zebra crossing

5392

Modern oil on canvas shepherd in village setting

5393

Reproduction classic garage advertising poster

5394

5447 Resin figure mother and children

5395

spare

5396

figure of cockerel, horses hames, flat iron, onyx
mortar plus prints and glassware
5431

Large qty of household goods to include baking
trays, pans, pottery dishes, kitchen storage
vessels, glassware and general crockery

5432

Pallet with qty of Wisden guides, paperback
novels and reference books

Coarse fishing rod

5433

3 boxes containing vinyl records

5397

Nest of 3 teak tile topped tables

5434

5398

1950's Smiths electric wall clock

5387 Oval Edwardian mirror plus a 1930's bevelled
mirror

5399

(4) Gilt religious icon

5435

Multi-branch ceiling light with droplets

5400

(3) Metal religious icon o

5436

5474 Brown leather effect bean bag

5401

Marble mantle clock

5437

5 boxes containing board games and Christmas
and other decorations

5402

Pair of oval bevelled mirrors in cream and gilt
frames

5438

2 boxes containing quartz mantle clock,
bookends, ornamental elephant, glassware,
books, wicker baskets etc

5439

4 boxes containing bags, costume jewellery,
children's dolls and glassware

5440

Box containing carpenters plane, hip flask and
lawn bowls

5441

4 boxes containing vinyl records

5442

Box containing ordnance survey and road maps

5443

2 boxes containing camera and photographic
equipment

5444

Box and bag containing vinyl records

5445

Box containing military reference books

5446

4 boxes containing champagne bucket and
champagne flutes

5447

Qty of Wedgwood and Duchess crockery

5448

Box containing ginger jar, blue and white tureen,
letter rack, oriental vases, binoculars, cameras
and ornaments

5449

Box containing copper kettles, tobacco jar,
telephones and glass bottle

5450

spare

5451

Box containing National Dolls and associated
magazines

5452

Natural wood tripod stool

5453

James Dean poster

5454

2 botanical prints

5455

5510 Modern oil on canvas pond with cottages

5456

Framed and glazed Ltd Ed print of a rally car

5457

Framed and glazed print train and Kings Cross

*5403

Modern wall hanging swan and cygnets

5404

Wooden box with brass studs

5405

Wicker basket plus a riding crop and ornaments

5406

5458 Pottery jug plus a pottery vase

5407

5460 Qty of country and western records

5408

Watercolour still life with flowers plus a botanical
print

5409

Modern oil on canvas still life with red flowers

5410

Pine dresser rack

5411

Vintage canvas trunk with wooden ribs

5412

Oak finished 2 drawer filing cabinet

5413

Adjustable Singer tailors dummy

5414

(19) Red floral carpet

5415

Pine double door wardrobe

5416

Qty of graduated sea grass baskets

5417

Resin figure of African lady

5418

5469 Upright piano plus a stool

5419

Reproduction glazed walnut corner unit

5420

Dark wood bergere headboard

5421

2 Edwardian bedroom chairs plus an oak ladder
back chair with rush seats

5422

(23) Red Turkoman style mat

5423

Brass ceiling light with crystal droplets

5424

(24) Multi-coloured floral runner

5425

(25) Multi-coloured floral mat

5426

Cage with qty of cased cutlery sets, decanters,
wine glasses, large Bell empty whiskey bottle

5458
Qty of moulded and cut glass to include trays,
candle sticks, fruit bowls plus a Charles and Diana 5459
commemorative plate set
5460
5481 2 wall clocks

5513 Watercolour yachts at sea

5429

Qty of dolls, kitchen storage vessels, set of
scales, trivet, carpenters plane plus crockery

5461

2 wall hangings with miniature wine bottles and
kitchen scenes

5430

Qty of oil lamps, figure of Buddha, ornamental

5462

Box containing botanical books

5427

5428
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5511 Framed and glazed print portrait of a lady
5514 2 boxes containing children's annuals, cake
decorating and other books

5463

2 boxes containing ceiling lights and fittings

5494

Box containing robot building parts and magazines

5464

Box containing bed pans, cutlery and household
goods

5495

Box containing character jugs and glassware

5496

5551 Stack of vinyl records

5465

Box containing collectors plates and general
crockery

5497

3 boxes containing student globe and children's
toys

5466
5467

Qty of trays, entree dish and a plaster wall plaque 5498
Box containing children's fluffy toys

5468

Box containing silver plated candle sticks

2 silver plated bon bon baskets, mirror in cream
frame plus box containing quartz clock, mask,
general crockery

5469

Circular wall clock

5499

5470

3 boxes containing eternal beau crockery and
candles

3 boxes containing books and magazines on the
Royal Family

5500

Classic cars of the 50's hanging rack

5471

5 stone ware flagons

5501

Box containing John Smith pint glasses

5472

Qty of Denby green wheat pattern crockery

5502

5473

5524 Box containing war ship maxi cards

Box containing Pink Floyd, Beatles, Dire Straits
and other rock reference books

5474

Vintage rucksack plus leather suitcase

5503

Box containing glass and stone ware bottles

5475

2 boxes containing export Japanese tea service
plus qty of rose pattern English china

5504

Box of Huntsman decorated part tea service plus
pair of modern Staffordshire dogs

5476

2 boxes containing bird and other reference books

5505

Box containing sheet music

5477

Amplifier vintage radio plus a reel to reel tape
cassette

5506

Box containing DVD's

5507

Bag containing table cloths and fabric

5478

Spirit kettle, brass trivets, brass bells, copper coal 5508
scuttle and shovel plus kettles, candle sticks and 5509
ale mugs

Box containing platinum rose patterned crockery

5479

Box containing glassware and china jugs

5480

Box containing glassware to include decanters,
bowls and jugs

5481

Qty of vintage sporting equipment to include tennis
5511
rackets, golf clubs and hockey sticks
5512
Qty of wooden trays, pond yacht base, flat irons

2 boxes containing Carlton ware, Egyptian
patterned vases, lustre ware vase, Victorian and
later crockery, lacquered glove boxes and table
lamps

5482

5510

5569 Box containing blue glazed table lamp plus
oriental dragon decorated vase

5568 Box containing football programmes
Box containing Lego pieces

and a metal box

5513

Box containing Meccano pieces

5483

Box containing ornamental and other teapots

5514

3 Vienna style wall clocks

5484

2 boxes containing Sindy doll accessories and
general children's toys

5515

spare

5516

Box containing sheet music and wall plaques

5485

spare

5517

5486

5 boxes containing qty of Royal Albert heritage
pattern crockery, blue glazed china,
commemorative plates, chinese pattern crockery,
ginger jars, wine glasses and sundae dishes

3 boxes containing table lamps, pressed glass,
oriental and other vases, collectors plates plus
brassware

5518

Box containing children's dolls and stands

5487

5488
5489

5519
2 boxes containing ornamental elephants,
glassware, cameras, brass ware, collectors plates 5520
and a wash stand jug
5521
Box containing reference books and novels

Box containing demi johns and crockery
Quantity of projectors, lights and photographic
equipment
Box containing quantity of Crown Ming gilt rimmed
crockery

2 boxes containing glass vase, open twist candle
sticks, ornamental birds, Aynsley china, mantle
clock and glassware

5522

Box containing board games

5523

Box containing box of wine glasses

5490

Box containing vinyl records

5524

Metal 3 branch ceiling light

5491

Box containing cigarette card pictures

5525

spare

5492

Box containing blue and white and other crockery
plus glassware

5526

5583 Engraving of City of London plus 2 portraits
of ladies

5493

5 boxes containing railway accessories plus track
and buildings

5527

Quantity of comical Robert Harrop resin dogs plus
pair of oriental figures £10.00 - £20.00
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5528

5529

5530

Ornamental cottage teapot and biscuit barrel,
green glazed oil lamp, footwarmer, mantle clock,
camera and Imari vases

cutlery, an oriental bowl, and a coffee mug
5567

Shelf containing quantity of blue and white
crockery, coffee mugs, collectors plates and
glassware

A glazed Austrian urn, a carved oriental figure of a
man, two brass vases and a painted metal figure
of a lion

5568

Quantity of quartz wall clock, kitchen storage
vessels, glassware and ornaments

Quantity of dark wood bed parts

5569

5623 A part commorative tea service, a piggy
bank, ornamental cottages and figure, plus
character jugs and a wash stand jug

*5531

Floral carpet with maroon border approx 2m x
2.8m

*5532

Paco Home grey mat 6ft7 x 9ft2

5570

A quantity of Staffordshire rose patterned crockery

5533

(5) 2 boxes containing bed parts

5571

Three Bells whiskey bottles, two famous Grouse
water jugs and a novelty teapot

5572

Three boxes containing silver plated trays,
glassware, a decantor, plus crockery, china and
general household goods

*5534

Safavieh Monaco multicoloured rug 6ft7 x 9ft6

*5535

Cream shag pile mat 1.5m x 2.3m

*5536

Grey shag pile anthracite mat 1.6m x 2.3m

5537

5598 Narrow mirror in beech frame

5573

A quantity of Sindy doll accessories

5538

2 silver painted mirror frames

*5574

Six bath and other mats

5539

5600 Mirror in horse shoe shaped frame

5575

5560 Framed and glazed indenture

*5540

Grey and yellow Think Rugs mat 1.5m x 2.3m

5576

Multi coloured floral mat

*5541

Multicoloured rug approx 1.5m x 2m

5577

Three Franklin Mint bisque ladies

*5542

Peach, grey and cream rug approx 2m x 1.5m

5578

*5543

Light grey shaggy mat 2m x 2.9m

A quantity of Poole pottery figures to include
leaping salmon, seals, cats and others

*5544

Pink and cream shag pile mat

5579

Two decanters

*5545

Paco Home cream shag pile mat

5580

*5546

A-Z rug in grey 1.4m x 2m

A quantity of thimbles and a stand, ornamental
posies, miniature bugle, clock and ornamental
figures

*5547

Turkish pink carpet

5581

*5548

Grey and cream mat

*5549

Grey and cream mat

A box containing a miniature toy figures, costume
jewellery and cards, plus gloveboxes and jewellery
boxes

5550

Roadworkers lantern

5582

5551

Quantity of Royal Worcester Regency patterned
crockery approx 64 piece

A quantity of Jasper ware plus Lladro ornamental
bells

5583

Quantity of lustre ware plus kilner jars, trinket
boxes and carved wooden spoon

Crystal bowls, vases, water jugs and lead crystal
sundae dishes

5584

A students microscope

5552

A bag containing Star Wars set designs plus a
star trek game

5554

Copper kettle, copper storage vessel plus 2 Indian 5585
brass bowls
5586
Pair of floral and bird patterned Japanese vases

5555

Quantity of pink willow patterned crockery

5587

5556

Retro heater, collectors item

Sheet music stand plus a bobbin holder and a
quantity of bobbins

5557

Smokers cabinet with pipe rack to the sides

5588

A wicker basket plus a quantity of childrens toys

5558

Six glass decanters

5589

Quantity of crested ware, robertson jam figures
plus thimbles, opera glasses and snuff boxes

5559

Box containing die cast cars

5560

5610 Quantity of blue and white crockery,
ornaments and metalware

5590
5591

A pair of lidded Japanese vases
A shelf containing sherry and wine glasses, silver
plated goblets, table lights, onyx ash tray, cased
cutlery sets, loose cutlery, and general glassware

5592

Five decantors and a glass water jug plus a Mary
Gregory style vase and a rose pattern vase

5553

*5561

Grey shagpile mat

*5562

Pink rug plus four bath and other mats

*5563
5564

Lima collection multi coloured mat plus four others
5593
5617 Ceiling light with glass shade
5594
(15) Three branch brass ceiling light with glass
shade
5595

5565
5566

Quantity of sporting trophies plus silver plated
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Boxed mamod steam engine

A pair of Crown Derby trinket dishes
A slate mantle clock
A large cheese dish plus a quantity of Clarris Cliff
crockery

5596

Quantity of Limoges flower patterned crockery

5597

Quantity of inkwells, rosary beads and pictures

5598

A modern oil on canvas Madonna and child

5599

Print of the QE2 entitlled "Britannia Rules"

5600

Two oriental tapestries

5601

Oak framed banjo barometer

5602

Five onyx and other table lamps

5603

Domed top mantle clock plus a quantity of clock
parts

5604

5645 A quantity of Victorian hand painted flower
patterned plates

5605

Three sauce bottles plus a silver plated stand

*5606

A boxed floor lamp (a/f)

5607

Three boxes containing glassware, a silver plated
tray, paperweights, ornamental figures

5608

spare

5609

spare

5610

spare
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